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The Collapsing Covid Narrative
The Covid narrative is collapsing. That’s
the good news. The bad news is that so
many people not only fell for the narrative, but even cheered the imposition of
totalitarian policies in support of it. We
were told it was based on the science.
Yet it was all a big lie. Policymakers did
not base decisions on science, and their policies have done far more harm than the virus.
People should never have believed the
Covid narrative. Had they stayed abreast
of developments and used critical thinking
skills, they would not have fallen for it.

Detectable Deceptions
Dr. Anthony Fauci provided an early indicator of official deception in his quick
public reversal on whether face masks
are effective in fighting Covid. In March
2020, the two-faced Fauci, who became
the poster child of Covid response, said on
60 Minutes, “There’s no reason to be walking around with a mask. When you’re in
the middle of an outbreak, wearing a mask
might make people feel a little bit better
and it might even block a droplet, but it’s
not providing the perfect protection that
people think that it is.” Soon afterward, he
strongly recommended face masks.
Fauci’s early dismissal of mask effectiveness was supposedly a noble lie intended to prevent a run on masks prior to
healthcare workers getting their own supply. Since then, there has been a growing
recognition that the cloth face masks so
many people (including Fauci) wore during the pandemic simply did not cut it.
People should have seen another red flag
in the glaringly obvious double standard in
how officials imposed lockdowns. Specifically, government forced most businesses
and even churches to close their doors, while
big-box stores were allowed to stay open.
Why the virus would be less contagious at a
big-box store was never explained.
Mask and lockdown policies were supposed to “flatten the

curve” of the pandemic, but they didn’t.
Bureaucrats condemned and suppressed
inexpensive off-the-shelf drugs such as hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin that could
have stopped Covid in its tracks. We were
told vaccines would be the game changer,
but that hasn’t happened.
On the contrary, mounting evidence
shows Covid shots claim more lives than
they save. The “pandemic of the unvaccinated” the establishment opinion cartel
warned against is becoming a “pandemic of
the vaccinated.” The new narrative is that
everyone has to get the jab in order to prevent the vaccinated from getting Covid, in
defiance of both science and common sense.

Behind the Deception
Why were so many deceived, despite glaring problems in the narrative? In the opening article of this Special Report, mRNAvaccine pioneer Dr. Robert Malone
answers that question. He explains how
fear can be used to beguile people into acquiescing and even supporting things they
would otherwise oppose. He says that is
what helped propel the now-crumbling
Covid narrative.
The next article, by senior editor Alex
Newman, zeros in on pandemic orchestrators and their goals. It is, in a very real
sense, an old story: Those who wish to
control others have always used fear and
false pretenses to beguile people into supporting their power grab.
That is why we encourage you to read
the two articles cited above as well as the
rest of this Special Report. Despite the fact
that Covid has taken a back seat in headlines, the pandemic serves as a textbook
case of fear being used to stampede people
into sacrificing freedom.
With the antidote of truth, people will
not be so easily beguiled, and will recognize that, in medicine or any of society’s
ills, freedom is the cure.
— Gary Benoit

EXTRA COPIES AVAILABLE
➧ Additional copies of this issue of The New American are
a vailable at quantity-discount prices. To place your order, visit
www.shopjbs.org or see the card between pages 34-35.
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WHY DID SO MANY FALL

FOR THE COVID NARRATIVE?
A hidden global coup uses mass-formation psychosis, propaganda, and corporatism to
promote its transhumanist agenda and the fourth industrial revolution.
6
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Dr. Robert Malone and his wife, Dr. Jill
Glasspool-Malone, are experienced authors and biotechnology researchers who
have gained an international following
during the Covid pandemic by scientifically questioning the official narrative and
making sense of its ensuing chaos. He pioneered mRNA vaccine technology in the
late 1980s, and she specializes in biotech
and immunology especially as regards
public policy and federal regulatory issues.
The New American is honored to print this
cover-story article with the permission of
Drs. Malone. It is adapted from an excerpt
of their upcoming book Lies My Gov’t Told
Me, and the Better Future Coming, due for
publication in June, and from the Substack
“Who is Robert Malone.”
— The Editors

P

ropagandists, governments, and
the World Economic Forum
(WEF) are using mass-formation
psychology to sway large groups of
people to act for the benefit of the propagandists’ objectives. Although a major
crisis — war, hyperinflation, or a publichealth emergency, for example — can be
extremely useful to a propagandist, these
psychological tactics can be applied even
without strong evidence of a crisis; the
leader just has to be compelling enough.
One example involves the almost global
acceptance of mask use over the past two
years. Because National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases Director Dr.
Anthony Fauci and his acolytes at the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) insisted that masks work, public acceptance of a very intrusive element
into people’s lives was almost universal.
Those who have become hypnotized by
the mass-formation process either reject
outright or dismiss as irrelevant ample
data demonstrating the lack of effectiveness of masks for preventing the spread
of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. People even
accepted the illogic of masking children
without question, despite clear and compelling evidence of harm.
Paul Joseph Goebbels, chief German
propagandist for the Nazi Party, served
as minister of propaganda from 1933 to
1945. A true master, he was arguably the
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by Robert W. Malone, M.D., M.S.
and Jill Glasspool-Malone, Ph.D.

Mask hysteria: Mass-formation psychosis explains why so many people have fallen for the idea
that masks protect against the Covid virus, despite ample evidence to the contrary.

creator of the concept that the State can
control people by introducing propaganda
into news, enabling it to manipulate entire
populations. Goebbels’ wicked brilliance
exploited racism as a tool to promote
German nationalism, thereby mobilizing
and motivating Germany to engage in a
globalized war for political, military, and
economic dominance. Leaders and governments have studied his writings and
speeches on propaganda ever since, much
as the writings of Niccolò Machiavelli
continue to be read as a cornerstone of
modern interstate realpolitik. Examples of
Goebbels’ insights include the following:
There was no point in seeking to convert the intellectuals. For intellectuals would never be converted and
would anyway always yield to the
stronger, and this will always be “the
man in the street.” Arguments must
therefore be crude, clear and forcible,
and appeal to emotions and instincts,
not the intellect. Truth was unimportant and entirely subordinate to tactics
and psychology.
If you tell a lie big enough and
keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe it. The lie can be
maintained only for such time as the
state can shield the people from the political, economic, and/or military con-

sequences of the lie. It thus becomes
vitally important for The State to use
all of its powers to repress dissent, for
the truth is the mortal enemy of the lie,
and thus by extension, the truth is the
greatest enemy of The State.
Ghent University psychotherapist Dr.
Mattias Desmet describes this as massformation psychosis, which Goebbels applied to practical politics within a nationstate. Many of Goebbels’ contemporaries
promoted the theory, which concerns the
formation of a “mass” or crowd of people.
Scholars including Gustave Le Bon, Sigmund Freud, William McDougall, and
Elias Canetti were leading intellectual contributors to his thinking.
Le Bon was a French social psychologist who many acknowledge as founder of
the study of crowd psychology. He defined
a “crowd” as a group of individuals united by a common idea, belief, or ideology,
and he believed that when an individual
becomes part of a crowd, he undergoes a
profound psychological transformation.
The person ceases to think independently, instead relying on group synthesis of
a set of simplified ideas. Once the group
incorporates its ideas, individuals in the
group cease to psychologically exist as
independent minds. They are functionally hypnotized. Le Bon maintained that
7
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evidence that our government and that of
Great Britain and many other Western nations have actively and successfully applied Le Bon’s lessons. Goebbels serves as
a model for them, too. In the book Prop
aganda & Persuasion, historians Garth
Jowett and Victoria O’Donnell wrote
about Nazi propaganda principles based
on Goebbels’ work and advice. Extracted
from this work, they are:

When an individual becomes part of a crowd, he undergoes
a profound psychological transformation. The person ceases
to think independently, instead relying on group synthesis of a
set of simplified ideas.

AP Images

• Avoid abstract ideas — appeal to
the emotions.
• Constantly repeat just a few ideas. Use
stereotyped phrases.
• Give only one side of the argument.
• Continuously criticize your opponents.
• Pick out one “enemy” for special vilification.

Master of indoctrination: Nazi Germany’s minister of propaganda, Dr. Joseph Goebbels,
exploited news outlets to entrench racism, saying, “If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating
it, people will eventually come to believe it.”

a group typically forms around an influential, unifying idea; this idea propels the
group, or mass, toward a common goal.
However, he also concluded that crowd
members never create these influential
ideas. Instead, a leader or set of leaders
gives them to the crowd. Additionally, according to Le Bon, in order for an idea to
unite and influence a crowd, it must first
be dumbed down to a level that the entire
crowd can easily understand.
For example, scientists could develop a
new type of vaccine as a solution to a public-health crisis. The complex research and
technology behind it may have required
decades of effort, whereas the crowd as a
whole would be incapable of comprehending such complexities. Therefore, the idea
8

of vaccination as a solution to the crisis
would need to be thoroughly simplified to
enable socially engineered acceptance of
it. Under the Le Bon model, the leader of
the crowd — for instance, the president’s
chief medical advisor, Dr. Anthony Fauci
— distills the complicated concepts down
to a simplified set of ideas that becomes
the focus of a hypnotic, single-minded
belief. The crowd accepts, incorporates,
and acts upon those ideas as their own.
One of the most important elements of
this model is for the “trusted leader” to be
truly accepted by the crowd. Once this is
accomplished, it is almost impossible for
the crowd to reject that leader, regardless
of whether he or she lies.
Over the last two years, we have clear

Unfortunately, governments worldwide
well know how to apply these principles.
They have joined with international bodies and large financial interests to produce harmonized propaganda through a
wide variety of media outlets, including
Big Tech, social media, and mainstream
media. We have entered a new era of total
thought control exerted on a global scale,
often referred to as psychological operations, or psy-ops.
Let’s consider examples illustrating
modern psy-ops in action, led by governments, nongovernmental organizations,
and global forums such as the United
Nations, the World Health Organization
(WHO), and the World Economic Forum
(WEF). Helpful illustrations include:
• Operation Mockingbird: Director
of Central Intelligence Allen Dulles and
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) official Cord Meyer organized this propaganda campaign in the early 1950s. The
CIA reportedly spent about $1 billion
a year in today’s dollars hiring journalists from corporations such as CBS, The
New York Times, ABC, NBC, Newsweek,
Associated Press, and others to promote
the intelligence agency’s viewpoints. The
original operation reportedly involved
some 3,000 CIA operatives and hired over
400 journalists. The domestic operation
supposedly closed in 1976, but fewer than
half of the media operatives were let go.
Documentary evidence shows that much
of Operation Mockingbird was offshored
THE NEW AMERICAN • APRIL 11, 2022
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at that time. It is rumored that British Intelligence picked up many of the duties on
behalf of the U.S. intelligence community.
Trusted News Initiative: Not so ironically, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) leads the Trusted News
Initiative (TNI), which actively censors
eminent doctors, academics, and dissenting voices that contravene the official
Covid-19 narrative. Anything contrary is
labeled disinformation or misinformation
and is deleted, suppressed, or de-platformed for not aligning with WHO and/or
regional public-health authority-approved
“truth.” In the case of the United States,
that “truth” is established by Dr. Anthony
Fauci, the CDC, and the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). TNI uses advocacy journalism and journals to promote
its causes. Moreover, a review of Hitler’s
basic principles reveals that members of
TNI are using them to control the public.
TNI partners include Associated Press,
Agence France-Presse, BBC, CBC/RadioCanada, European Broadcasting Union,
Facebook, Financial Times, First Draft,
Google, The Hindu, Microsoft, The New
York Times, Reuters, Reuters Institute for
the Study of Journalism, Twitter, YouTube, The Wall Street Journal, and The
Washington Post.
• World Economic Forum: WEF is
a key think tank and meeting place for
global capitalism management, and arguably qualifies as the leading global Deep
State organization. Under the leadership of
Professor Klaus Schwab, it has played an
increasingly important role in coordinating
the globalized hegemony of transnational
capital and large corporations over Western
democracies during the last three decades.
Many of its members actively use Covid19 as cover to carry out a “Great Reset” as
described in Schwab’s writings. This Great
Reset involves implementation of digital
tracking and control of people, ushering in
techno-feudalism, and the WEF objective
of a fourth industrial revolution incorporating technologies collectively referred to as
“transhumanism.” Western governments
and WEF have identified genetic mRNA
vaccines as a first step toward an inevitable
transhuman society.
• Social-credit systems: China’s socialcredit system is a combination of government and business surveillance that gives
citizens a “score” that can restrict the abil-

Playing God: Klaus Schwab, founder of the World Economic Forum, identifies experimental
mRNA vaccines as a first step toward inevitable techno-feudalism he calls the “Great Reset.”

ity of individuals or corporations to function by limiting purchases, property acquisition, or loans based on past behavior.
How one uses the internet directly impacts
the social-credit score. This is similar to
the social-credit system evolving in the
United States. Environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) metrics are a type of
credit system designed to coerce businesses — and, by extension, individuals and
all of society — to transform their behaviors and thinking. Many U.S. government
officials, trained in WEF’s Young Global
Leaders program, are actively promoting
this scoring system. Already, financial
institutions such as PayPal and GoFundMe, as well as some mainstream banks,
are deciding who can use their services
based on what are essentially social-credit
scores, as described by New York Times
bestselling author Justin Haskins of The
Heartland Institute.
• Young Global Leaders: YGL is a fiveyear WEF training program that handpicks individuals most likely to succeed
in politics or corporate governance, and as
key influencers. WEF helps connect these
graduates with leaders and capital to ensure that they rise in the ranks of national
or international politics and/or corporate
governance. The program’s agenda is se-

cret, and it is very rare that a graduate will
discuss it publicly. However, global corporatism and social engineering are main
components of the program. YGL started
in 1992 under a different name and has
nearly 4,000 alumni. Those alumni are a
“who’s who” of leaders and influencers in
politics, Big Tech, media, the pharmaceutical industry, and finance. A small subset
of U.S. graduates include:
• Politics and policy: White House
coronavirus response coordinator Jeffrey Zients, lobby group #Masks4All
co-founder Jeremy Howard, California
Governor Gavin Newsom, 2020 presidential candidate and U.S. Secretary of Transportation Pete Buttigieg, Chelsea Clinton,
Hillary Clinton confidante Huma Abedin,
former U.S. ambassador to the UN Nikki
Haley, former U.S. ambassador to the
UN and USAID administrator Samantha
Power, Eurasia Group founder Ian Bremmer, U.S.-British financier Bill Browder,
Jonathan Soros (son of George Soros),
Human Rights Watch director Kenneth
Roth, economist Paul Krugman, former
Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers,
Black Lives Matter co-founder Alicia
Garza, Ivanka Trump, and former U.S.
Representative Tulsi Gabbard (D-Hawaii).
• Legacy media: CNN medical analyst
9
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The Great Reset
Economist Peter Koenig is a geopolitical
analyst with the Centre for Research on
Globalization who explains on the group’s
website that the term “The Great Reset” is
shorthand for a plan designed as the “antidote to ‘democracy.’” He describes this
plan, which the Rockefellers, the Gateses,
WEF, and the Rothschilds are implementing, as the domination by a small minority
of corporate globalists over a majority of
the world’s population.
The Great Reset involves using the global technocratic biosecurity state — otherwise known as the global public-health
system — to implement these changes.
The end result will mean extensive restrictions on the physical environment,
forced digitization, and loss of bodily autonomy (having a say in your own health
decisions). The Great Reset would be the
total corporate takeover of all aspects of
life, and its framers are using the cover of
an overstated Covid public-health crisis to
push through these measures.
“The Great Reset” was also the title of
WEF’s 50th annual meeting in June 2020.
The event brought together high-profile
business and political leaders, and was
convened by Charles, Prince of Wales,
with the theme of rebuilding society and

AP Images

Leana Wen, CNN chief medical correspondent Sanjay Gupta, Twitter personality Eric Feigl-Ding, New York Times financial columnist Andrew Ross Sorkin, New
York Times columnist Thomas Friedman,
ABC News commentator George Stephanopoulos, Fox CEO and News Corp cochair Lachlan Murdoch, Bloomberg columnist Justin Fox, and CNN commentator
Anderson Cooper.
• Technology and social media: Microsoft founder Bill Gates, former Microsoft
CEO Steven Ballmer, Amazon founder
Jeff Bezos, Google co-founders Sergey
Brin and Larry Page, Tesla and SpaceX
founder Elon Musk, former Google CEO
Eric Schmidt, Wikipedia co-founder
Jimmy Wales, PayPal co-founder Peter
Thiel, eBay co-founder Pierre Omidyar,
Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg,
Moderna CEO Stéphane Bancel, Pfizer
CEO Albert Bourla, and Pfizer VP Vasudha Vats.
The agenda of WEF, its graduates, and
its affiliates needs to be publicized. When
the reader encounters people on this list,
please remember that they have been
trained by WEF. The allegiance of these
graduates is not to the United States, but
rather to corporatist globalism.

Funding fear: Leading globalist power broker Bill Gates is behind many facets of the Great Reset,
such as contact tracing, digital IDs, implantable microchips, and global depopulation.
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the economy following the Covid-19 pandemic. Their goals reveal a less-flattering
description. The Great Reset would be
“capitalism with Chinese characteristics”:
a “two-tiered economy, with profitable
monopolies and the state on top, and socialism for the majority below.”
With these basic terms in our toolbox,
let’s return to the central topic. In the coordinated propaganda and censorship response to the Covid-19 public-health crisis, globalists and corporatists are directly
incorporating Hitler’s own principles for
crowd control. If we look closer, we can
clearly see coordinated actions by the BBCled Trusted News Initiative, various scientific technological elites, large financial
groups (such as Vanguard, BlackRock, and
State Street), and WEF acting in real time
to suppress a growing awareness by the
general public of having been actively manipulated. It is increasingly becoming clear
that these organizations and aligned nationstates have been using crowd psychology
tools to generate significant fear and anxiety over Covid-19 to advance their Great
Reset on a global scale.
Multiple governments have now admitted to actively using fear and “mass
formation”-related theories as a tool for
totalitarian population control during the
pandemic. One glaring example has been
operating in the U.K., described by Gordon
Rayner in The Telegraph on May 14, 2021:
Scientists on a committee that encouraged the use of fear to control
people’s behavior during the Covid
pandemic have admitted its work
was “unethical” and “totalitarian.”
SPI-B [Scientific Pandemic Influenza Group on Behavior] warned in
March [2020] that ministers needed
to increase “the perceived level of
personal threat” from Covid-19
because “a substantial number of
people still do not feel sufficiently
personally threatened.”
Gavin Morgan, a psychologist on
the team, said: “Clearly, using fear
as a means of control is not ethical.
Using fear smacks of totalitarianism. It’s not an ethical stance for any
modern government. By nature I am
an optimistic person, but all this has
given me a more pessimistic view
of people.”
THE NEW AMERICAN • APRIL 11, 2022
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Waking up: This photo shows a line of people in the background waiting to be tested for Covid19 in Miami last December. Notice there is no line, no waiting near signs for the jab.

This is occurring at the same time that
the omicron variant is destroying the
legitimacy of government and WHO
propaganda concerning the “safe and effective” mRNA vaccines and associated
mandates. Why the obsession with vaccination? One explanation is that vaccine
passports promote a key WEF objective:
a digital identity-based social-credit system that will weaponize banking, restricting access to funds based on behavior and
speech. The core hypothesis here is that
Western democratic governments, which
in normal times operate under personalprivacy constraints, can leverage the
emergency to mandate digital identity
and proof of vaccinations with QR codes
or smartphone-based contact tracing in
the supposed interest of public health.
This, despite the proven fact that mRNA
SARS-CoV-2 vaccines not only do not
stop viral infection, replication, or transmission, but may even increase infection
risk. The logic apparently is that Western
nations, which are increasingly behaving
like WEF-infiltrated client states, can
both economically and politically benefit
by implementing a universal social-credit
system akin to that which has been pioneered and gradually implemented in the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) by its
Central Communist Party.
www.TheNewAmerican.com

Thanks to WEF-trained Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and WEFtrained Canadian Finance Director Chrystia Freeland, we have a foreshadowing
about potential blowback issues with the
whole “manipulate people to do what
you want using social-credit scores and
weaponizing access to banking” strategy.
It turns out that Trudeau and Freeland
were supposed to be the tip of the spear
for piloting the WEF digital ID system,
as explained by Neil Parmenter, president
and CEO of the Canadian Bankers Association, in a recent CBA video advertisement. Faced with the threat of peaceful
truckers occupying Ottawa, they decided
to go all the way and weaponize the banking system to meet the “enormous threat”
to Canadian national security posed by
the truckers. That did not turn out quite as
planned, as reported by the Independent
Institute. When those holding both large
and small bank accounts realized that
Toronto-Dominion and other large Canadian banks were no longer a safe harbor,
they decided to withdraw their funds.
Apparently Freeland, although proudly
listed as an exemplar YGL graduate, was
not trained as an economist. Rather her
background is in Russian history and literature, and she once worked in Russia for
the Financial Times. Freeland and her fel-

low YGL alumni apparently never learned
that members of the working class do not
enjoy the threat of having their money stolen or frozen by government bureaucrats
on a political crusade.
When the geniuses at the WEF meet
to game out the “lessons learned” from
Trudeau and Freeland’s short, sharp shock,
what are they going to conclude? They will
probably decide that the fault lies in having moved too fast, and that the overlords
should have told their apparatchiks to stick
to a slow, incrementalist strategy.
The fallback of the WEF globalists running totalitarian Canada will be to “build
back better” in part by seeking to develop
a cashless society, one that involves a
100-percent digitized currency tied to a
digital ID, and a social-credit system that
is bulletproof from the power of the people and their money. If WEF has its way, it
is only a matter of time before this concept
envelops the world.
We have a fight on our hands to take back
control of our country. This is not going to be
an easy battle, and it is one in which we all
have a part to play. The first item of business
is to expose the WEF for what it is, along
with its graduates, acolytes, and camp followers. Then we must make sure that these
people do not hold office or leadership positions until they clarify where their loyalty
lies — their country or their global allegiances. We must not cede our fundamental right
of privacy, guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. That means no digital passports for vaccination or otherwise; no government tracking of our movements, tied to said passports;
and no social-credit scores.
The silver lining in this whole mess is
that the YGL program seems more interested in turning out compliant bureaucrat
functionaries than razor-sharp, highly
trained intellects. Justin Trudeau and
Chrystia Freeland certainly fit that mold.
Let’s give thanks that they have alerted us
to where Klaus and his WEF minions want
to quietly take us. Now, if you care about
your freedom and the autonomy of your
nation, it is time to act, or forever hold
your peace. There is no medical emergency. It is time for Congress to shut down the
illegal suspension of constitutionally protected rights using a fraudulent justification, and let those of us who actually work
for a living — such as physicians, farmers,
and truckers — get back to work. n
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COVID-19

Covid-1984:

A Pandemic of the Deep State
Covid-19 is helping usher in the Great Reset, a plan to enslave the global population under
techno-feudalism formulated by elite power brokers who openly admit their motives.
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health, they shattered the economy and
stifled whistleblowing experts in unprecedented ways. The feature articles of this
special Covid issue of The New American detail these crimes. Here, we discuss
how they shed light on Deep State plans
for the future.

Nonessential: Small businesses and churches were deemed nonessential and shut down, while
Deep State-connected megacorporations such as Walmart, abortion clinics, and liquor stores
were “essential.”
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by Alex Newman

overnments worldwide seem to
be retreating from the lawlessness
and tyranny unleashed under the
guise of fighting Covid-19. But looks can
be deceiving.
This is almost certainly “two steps forward, one step back” in the face of massive
public resistance, rather than a genuine acknowledgment of error. Covid has already
helped the Deep State — the invisible
government behind the scenes — accomplish or advance multiple key objectives.
The infrastructure laid down during “panAlex Newman is
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demic” hysteria, much of which is still in
place, can and likely will be re-activated to
deal with the next supposed crisis.
If the Deep State gets its way, the biomedical police-state nightmare is only just
beginning. Already establishment bigwigs
warn that Covid was simply the warmup
and that much-deadlier pandemics will
soon hit humanity. The architecture of
tyranny rolled out during the pandemic
— vaccine passports, medicine at gunpoint, censorship, endless propaganda,
lockdowns, arrests of pastors, shuttering
churches, forced masking, destruction of
the middle class, and more — will come
roaring back with a vengeance.
Not only did the tyrannical Covid countermeasures prove devastating to public

Economic Tyranny
Perhaps the greatest advances in the Deep
State agenda took place in the economic
realm. From demolishing independent
businesses and the value of the dollar to
waging war on cash and the market system
itself, Covid has been the greatest boon
to economic totalitarians in American
history aside from the world wars. Endless bailouts and relief bills transformed
Americans into wards of the state.
Global lockdowns crushed small businesses and the independent middle class
while centralizing power in the hands of
government and megacorporations. Insiders exploited the economic chaos to unleash unprecedented government spending
and currency creation, moving away from
the free market toward fascism, or what
World Economic Forum (WEF) founder
Klaus Schwab and the Rothschild banking dynasty deceptively refer to as “stakeholder capitalism.”
God-given rights came under unprecedented assault. Decrees from mayors
and governors suddenly stripped us of
the right to have a job, go outside, visit
friends, open businesses, go shopping,
worship God, or eat out. Propagandists
claimed it was murder to go out for other
than state-sanctioned reasons. They
deemed churches and small businesses
nonessential, while “Black Lives Matter” riots continued unabated, and abor13
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spending were a “Marshall Plan” to rescue
America. That plan coerced World War IIdecimated European nations into surrendering sovereignty to a regional government
now known as the European Union.
Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve showered trillions in “Covid relief” on its cronies. As this writer warned in the April
20, 2020 “Freedom Is the Cure” special
issue of The New American, that currency creation led to the now-plummeting
purchasing power of the U.S. dollar. It is
a massive looting operation transferring
wealth from the poor and middle class to
the Deep State.
The very nature of business is under
attack amid a push for “stakeholder capitalism.” Think of it as fascism with new
marketing: an inexplicable shift away
from focus on customers and shareholder
value toward “Environmental, Social, and
Governance” (ESG) metrics. Deep State
interests such as BlackRock, a WEF “strategic partner” led by Council on Foreign
Relations member Larry Fink, pushed the
change by weaponizing its $10 trillion financial empire.
The Deep State also advanced its globalcurrency agenda. For generations, globalist
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tion clinics, liquor stores, and marijuana
shops remained open.
These policies forced permanent closure on millions of “nonessential” small
businesses, according to data from Yelp.
Meanwhile, “essential” megacorporations
(e.g., Walmart, Amazon, Pfizer, and other
“woke” companies) saw record profits and
massive share-price gains as government
ruthlessly eliminated their competitors to
“fight Covid.”
Amid economic carnage, the Deep State
demanded massive taxpayer-funded stimulus programs. “The stimulus package that
just passed is the biggest wealth transfer from common folks to the super-rich
(Wall Street and bankers) in the history of
mankind,” warned Congressman Thomas
Massie (R-Ky.) at the time. “Done in the
name of a virus with $1,200 checks as the
cheese in the trap.” On March 3, he reminded Americans that the $7 trillion in “stimulus” to businesses and government agencies
represented a $53,000 tax per household.
Former Secretary of State Henry Kis
singer and congressional Deep State toadies
such as then-Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky peddled the notion
that the trillions in unconstitutional federal

Overkill: Dangerous medical tyranny unprecedented in U.S. history, all backed by the Deep State,
was unleashed on the American people under the guise of fighting Covid.
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operatives have been scheming to create a
fiat currency to fund “global governance.”
Covid provided the perfect excuse, with the
International Monetary Fund showering
unprecedented amounts of its proto-global
fiat currency known as Special Drawing
Rights on governments.

Medical Tyranny
Healthcare decisions, traditionally regarded
as sacrosanct and supposedly protected by
federal privacy laws, were surrendered
to medical tyranny that would have been
unthinkable three years ago. Vaccine mandates, forced masking, and silencing all dissent have become the new normal.
Early in his administration, Biden announced unprecedented federal mandates.
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) intended to require
millions of U.S. employers to force injections or weekly Covid testing on their workers. Another decree, issued by the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),
forced the injection on more than 17 million
workers at taxpayer-funded facilities. Biden
also pushed the jab on all federal employees, contractors, and military service members. These mandates affected more than 70
percent of working Americans.
Though the U.S. Supreme Court struck
down OSHA’s edict as unconstitutional,
countless coerced workers got the shot,
and OSHA has promised a revised order
that may survive the Supreme Court. Regardless, numerous state governments
have implemented similar orders, even as
many government schools have forced the
experimental shots on children, who are at
virtually zero risk from Covid.
The Orwellian push to vaccinate every
American included one of history’s most
ruthless campaigns of demonization
against a domestic population. Even the
U.S. president parroted the lie that Covid
was “a pandemic of the unvaccinated”
who were selfishly endangering others.
“You’re not going to get Covid if you
have these vaccinations,” Biden falsely
claimed last July.
Government at all levels also decreed
that people cover their faces with unsanitary masks. Federal “guidelines” and
state orders enforced cruel “social distancing” policies, even on children. Churches
across the country were shut down; some
pastors were arrested and persecuted.
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Insiders exploited the economic chaos to unleash
unprecedented government spending and currency
creation, moving away from the free market toward fascism,
or what World Economic Forum founder Klaus Schwab
and the Rothschild banking dynasty deceptively refer to as
“stakeholder capitalism.”
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Government bribed hospitals with
huge tax-funded bonuses and bullied
them into using dangerous treatment
protocols. World Heath Organization
(WHO) and National Institutes of Health
research proves the popular protocol
drug remdesivir is 20 times more toxic
than other antivirals and devoid of clinical benefits. Multiple doctors have told
The New American this drug has killed
large numbers who are falsely counted as
Covid deaths. Meanwhile, effective treatments are ridiculed as doctors and pharmacists are threatened and persecuted.
Additionally, censorship by Deep
State-controlled Big Tech has exploded,
following the template laid out in “exercises” such as “Event 201,” backed
by WEF and the Gates Foundation. In
an early 2020 CNN interview, YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki pledged her
outlet to remove content that contradicts WHO’s supposedly infallible pronouncements.
Facebook is equally guilty, even censoring President Donald Trump for posting in October 2020 that the flu is more
lethal than Covid, basing his claim on data
suggesting Americans had been deceived
on the issue. Even medical doctors were
persecuted and threatened, with at least
one being forced into psychiatric examination for questioning the narrative.
As the federal government’s propaganda campaign imploded despite this
ruthless censorship and de-platforming,
the flailing Biden administration issued
a “National Terrorism Advisory System”
bulletin in February painting skeptics of
the medical tyranny as a terror threat.
“False or misleading narratives and conspiracy theories, and other forms of misdis- and mal-information (MDM)” regarding Covid-19 and election fraud represents
a terrorist threat to the “Homeland.” The
bulletin provided no actual examples.
Canada witnessed even more outrageous
abuses. When a harried public peacefully
resisted mandates with the truckers’ Freedom Convoy, the regime of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau savagely suppressed it,
using mounted police to trample activists
in the streets. Trudeau used emergency
powers to freeze protesters’ bank accounts
as if they were terrorists, highlighting the
dangers of the “cashless society” advanced
by elites amid Covid.

Deep State money man: Microsoft founder and population-control fanatic Bill Gates showered
money on everything from the World Health Organization to the propagandists and fearmongers
peddling the Deep State narrative.

Total Surveillance Tyranny
Totalitarians have always viewed surveillance and control of movement as
critical to their tyranny. In the past two
years, Deep State tyrants have made the
most significant advances on that front in
human history: “contact tracing,” digital
IDs, vaccine passports, and a war on cash
leading to an eventual “cashless society.”
Contact tracing, where government
tracks people using technology such as
smartphones under the guise of tracking
Covid exposure, became commonplace.
The U.S. Congress even considered legislation (H.R. 6666) to spend $100 billion to
hire an army of contact tracers. Numerous
states launched contact-tracing schemes,
too. In Washington State, the governor
employed the National Guard.
Many other states, both red and blue,
teamed up with the far-left “Partners in

Health” for contact tracing. The outfit’s
partners include the Gates Foundation,
Microsoft, Facebook, WHO, the Clinton
Foundation, George Soros’s Open Society
Foundations, Big Oil, Big Pharma, and numerous other Deep State players. Chelsea
Clinton serves on its board of trustees.
WHO, which set standards for smartphone tracking apps, publicly called for
contact tracing to separate individuals
from their own homes and families. “In
some senses, transmission has been pushed
off the streets, and pushed back into family units,” said WHO “emergencies” boss
Michael Ryan. “Now, we need to go and
look in families to find those people who
may be sick, and remove them and isolate
them in a safe and dignified manner.”
In many places, from California to
China, this has happened and continues to
happen. In Ventura County, California, the
15
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Papers, please: While some Covid tyranny has been relaxed for now, the vaccine-passport agenda
of total control and surveillance is continuing full-speed ahead with help from the UN’s WHO.

health chief announced in late 2020 that
government would remove the Covidinfected from homes that could not maintain separate bathrooms for them. And in
Hong Kong, authorities took an 11-monthold baby from her parents after she tested
positive for Covid in early 2022, according to The Wall Street Journal.
The vaccine passport proved to be another powerful surveillance and control
mechanism. National and local governments worldwide began requiring them
for virtually everything. In some jurisdictions, including the once liberty-minded
Hong Kong, even grocery shopping now
requires a vaccine passport.
Media pretends the passports are on
their way out, but the reality is far different. Every Canadian province and almost
half of American states are deploying
Microsoft-backed “SMART Health Card”
technology. It will provide every individual
with a smartphone QR code showing ID
and vaccine status — for now. Oklahoma,
South Carolina, Mississippi, West Virginia,
and Utah have adopted the scheme. So have
governments across Asia, Africa, and the
Caribbean.
Bigwigs behind the effort such as Dr.
Brian Anderson, co-founder of the Vaccine Credentialing Initiative and chief
digital-health physician at Deep State
16

outfit MITRE Corporation, celebrated the
shift toward “a coordinated international
approach.” The Council on Foreign Relations has been promoting an international
standard for many months, too.
WHO has been working on providing
global technical standards for a global
vaccine-passport system. Politico reported
on February 24 that WHO was convening
member states to develop a “trust framework” for a global vaccine-credential
regime harmonizing and making compatible the various vaccine-passport schemes
from around the world.
Deep State organizations behind the
Covid tyranny peddled the concept long
before the pandemic. In 2015, Microsoft
and other Gates operations teamed up with
the Rockefeller Foundation on ID2020.
org. The plan: give everyone on Earth
a “digital identity” from birth to death,
tracking health and vaccine information.
Some Gates-funded vaccine statustracking schemes are even more terrifying. For instance, the Gates Foundation
sponsored research at MIT to develop tattoos invisible to the naked eye but scannable with smartphones. “The patch can
be customized to imprint different patterns that correspond to the type of vaccine delivered,” MIT boasted in a press
release announcing the technology just

weeks before the Covid outbreak started
to dominate the news cycle.
The next big leap may be into implantable vaccine passports. In fact, thousands
of Swedes have already inserted such microchips under their skin. In 2020, then-Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
proposed microchipping every child in Israel to supposedly guard them from Covid.
Pundits also push the technology as a
convenient replacement for credit cards
and cash, making the implants an obvious tool in the push for a cashless society.
This longtime objective of the Deep State
went into overdrive during the pandemic.
In Congress, Democrats repeatedly introduced legislation to give Americans “stimulus” payments in the form of “digital
dollars” held in “digital wallets” created
by the Federal Reserve. Many businesses
even stopped taking cash altogether.
With Communist China in the lead, central banks worldwide accelerated the coordinated push for what they call “Central
Bank Digital Currency” (CBDC). Some of
the world’s most powerful organizations,
governments, and institutions — including
the UN — have been promoting the “Better
Than Cash” agenda since at least 2012. Numerous governments around the globe have
eagerly joined the movement to phase out
cash, along with the privacy and freedom it
protects, as soon as possible.

The Great Reset and Tech Tyranny
The assaults on freedom, national sovereignty, privacy, and the middle class fit
neatly with WEF’s “Great Reset” agenda,
announced at its 50th anniversary meeting in 2020. WEF boss Schwab touted
the scheme alongside socialist UN chief
António Guterres, IMF director Kristalina Georgieva, Prince Charles, and other
globalist bigwigs. Everything — including you — must be radically transformed,
they believe. Schwab has been working
on the vision for decades; Covid was the
perfect pretext.
In his July 2020 book COVID-19: The
Great Reset, Schwab said the pandemic
offers an “unprecedented opportunity”
that should be “seized” to “reimagine our
world.” The last five centuries, the book
explains, prove that “acute crises contribute to boosting the power of the state.”
There is no reason the Covid crisis should
differ, it continued. “Every country, from
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he Deep State planned in advance much of Covid’s assault on freedom. Mounting proof indicates that SARSCoV-2 was lab-engineered, while evidence also shows
years of preparations to unleash terror. Documents from key organizations reveal plans by top government and business leaders
to exploit a virus in their war against the middle class.
In 2010, the Rockefeller Foundation released “Scenarios for
the Future of Technology and International Development.” In
the “Lock Step” scenario, a pandemic breaks out, and tyranny is
used to fight it — with citizens demanding “top-down direction
and oversight.” Policies envisioned include “mandatory wearing
of face masks,” “biometric ID for all citizens,” “tighter regulation of key industries,” “body-temperature checks at the entries
to communal spaces,” and “a suite of new regulations and agreements.” The document portrays ruthless communist tyranny as
the most effective panacea. Most alarming is the conclusion that
controls should remain after the emergency fades.
Ten years later, Deep State bigwigs such as Bill Gates and
Klaus Schwab praised Beijing’s barbaric Covid measures while
blasting the West for its attachment to individual liberty.
In late 2019, weeks before Covid-19 emerged, the globalist
World Economic Forum (WEF) and the Gates Foundation sponsored “Event 201” at the Bloomberg School of Public Health.
The exercise involved a hypothetical novel Chinese coronavirus
that required a globally coordinated “health” policy, including
censorship of “misinformation,” global lockdowns, massive
economic disruptions, total surveillance, and flooding the world
with “authoritative” propaganda. A few months later it happened.
In 2018, WEF sponsored a similar exercise at Johns Hopkins
dubbed “CLADE X.” One year prior, the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security released “SPARS Pandemic, 2025-2028:
A Futuristic Scenario for Public Health Risk Communicators.”
The exercise imagined a “St. Paul Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus” (SPARS-CoV) spread from Asia that infected
Americans. In eerie foreshadowing, the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO) massively inflated the fatality rate from less than 0.6
to almost five percent.
“Conspiracy theories also proliferated across social media,
suggesting that the virus had been purposely created and introduced to the population by drug companies or that it had escaped from a government lab secretly testing bioweapons,” the
document reads. CDC and the Food and Drug Administration
worked with “social media experts” to stifle dissent and peddle
the government narrative.
A government-backed experimental vaccine was introduced.
Though it had serious short-term and possible long-term side
effects, the government agreed to protect vaccine manufacturers
from liability and lawsuits. A year and many nasty side effects
later, government was forced to compensate victims to appease
public rage.

Key Deep State players involved in these exercises (e.g., WEF
and the Gates Foundation) helped pump out terrorizing propaganda during the Covid pandemic. Gates-funded Professor Neil
Ferguson of Imperial College London ludicrously predicted millions of U.S. Covid deaths if governments did not immediately
coordinate to smash freedom. Gates-funded media outlets endlessly hyped the fearmongering.
Evidence indicates that the U.S. government contributed to
the Wuhan laboratory fiasco. National Institutes of Health (NIH)
boss Francis Collins, who claimed “no control” over the lab despite showering tax dollars on it, inked a deal with the Communist Party-controlled Natural Science Foundation of China. The
NSFC also funded Wuhan research on bat coronaviruses.
Eventually, media admitted the virus’ origin once it became
impossible to hide. Nevertheless, Deep State orchestrators exploited the pandemic to run roughshod over humanity. With the
exception of major wars, it is hard to posit another example of
their advance toward the ultimate goal — a technocratic, libertybarren “New World Order” — so swiftly.
Leading globalists rejoiced. Former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger wrote an April 2020 Wall Street Journal editorial titled “The Coronavirus Pandemic Will Forever Alter the World
Order.” He touted attacks on freedom (i.e., lockdowns, mandates,
and quarantines) as “necessary public-health measures,” and recommended “principles of the liberal world order” to save humanity from Covid.
“Leaders are dealing with the crisis on a largely national basis,
but the virus’s society-dissolving effects do not recognize borders,” he wrote. “No country, not even the U.S., can in a purely
national effort overcome the virus. Addressing the necessities of
the moment must ultimately be coupled with a global collaborative vision and program.”
That is exactly what happened: tyranny coordinated at the
international level, imposed by every government worldwide.
WHO guided policy decisions with the full support of Deep State
power brokers. n
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is what Schwab has described as the
“Fourth Industrial Revolution,” a concept
openly embraced by Joe Biden and Russian
President Vladimir Putin alike. Schwab, the
main frontman for the agenda, has summarized it concisely as “a fusion of our physical, digital and biological identity.” In other
words, human beings will increasingly be
merged with technology — a movement
known as “transhumanism.”
“Today’s external devices — from
wearable computers to virtual reality
headsets — will almost certainly become
implantable in our bodies and brains,”
Schwab wrote in his book The Fourth Industrial Revolution. He regularly speaks
in media interviews and conferences about
microchips implanted in the brain that will
be able to read one’s thoughts and communicate with the digital world. And at some
point, he expects the state to mandate it
under the guise of ensuring “security.”
“COVID19, if anything, has accelerated
this industrial revolution,” Schwab said in
a video broadcast at a recent Chinese event.
“If COVID had happened even 10 years
ago, we could not have imagined entire
companies, schools, and government offices so fast online. Today, that is a reality. The
Fourth Industrial Revolution has become a
reality, not just for the pioneers but for a
broad range of people and workers.”
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the United States to China, must participate, and every industry, from oil and gas
to tech, must be transformed,” Schwab
said, calling for a “new social contract”
and “entirely new foundations for our economic and social systems.”
Author and retired NYU Professor Michael Rectenwald said the Great Reset,
at least on the economic front, could be
described as a move toward “capitalism
with Chinese characteristics”— “a twotiered economy, with profitable monopolies and the state on top and socialism for
the majority below.” He is right. Schwab,
like other Deep State operatives, is a great
admirer of Chinese dictator Xi Jinping and
his murderous regime.
“The Great Reset represents the development of the Chinese system in the West, but
in reverse,” Rectenwald wrote recently in
Imprimis. “Whereas the Chinese political
class began with a socialist political system
and then introduced privately held for-profit production, the West began with capitalism and is now implementing a Chinesestyle political system. This Chinese-style
system includes vastly increased state intervention in the economy, on the one hand,
and on the other, the kind of authoritarian
measures that the Chinese government uses
to control its population.”
Another key element of the Great Reset

Government on your mind: Deep State bigwigs behind the Covid narrative, such as Klaus Schwab
of the World Economic Forum, are peddling a merger of biological people with technology,
including brain implants, as part of the Great Reset.
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However, the Great Reset is broader
than mere cyborg transformation. WEF
has disgorged endless propaganda promoting a world free of private property, meat
consumption, carbon-dioxide emissions,
and other alleged evils. WEF is also partnering with the United Nations to implement its Agenda 2030 and other “sustainability” schemes. “The world as we knew
it in the early months of 2020 is no more,
dissolved in the context of the pandemic,”
Schwab explained.
These are not idle threats. If anyone has
the means to accomplish such a dramatic
global transformation, it is Schwab and the
Deep State cabal he represents. Indeed,
Schwab openly brags that he has “penetrated” governments all over the world
to bring about his vision, training up totalitarian-minded “young global leaders”
ranging from Vladimir Putin in Russia to
Justin Trudeau in Canada.

Submit or Resist?
The Covid madness appears to be fading
somewhat in light of the Ukraine-Russia
war and major pushback from citizens.
But it is far from over. Globalist billionaire Gates, a key player in pandemic
policy, has already stated that the “next”
pandemic may be far more serious. His
new book, expected in May, purports to
teach humanity how to “avoid the next
pandemic.” Spoiler alert: Tyranny and
globalism.
“If every country does what Australia
did [impose some of the most draconian
measures in human history], then you
wouldn’t be calling [the next outbreak] a
pandemic,” Gates declared at the annual
Munich Security Conference in January.
Schwab has made similar comments about
the alleged difficulty that liberty poses
during pandemics.
Gates, a member of a secretive organ
ization of billionaire population-control
fanatics known as the “Good Club,” is
open about his goal of using vaccines to
reduce world population, claiming that
people would have fewer children if their
offspring were less susceptible to viral
disease. But throughout the pandemic, numerous voices celebrated the virus’ apparent increased lethality among older, more
conservative voters, who are more likely
to resist “climate” action and other glob
alist policies. There is plenty of evidence
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to suggest that Gates is far less interested
in saving human lives than he would like
people to believe.
Whether the Deep State-engineered
changes brought about by Covid will
ever subside remains unclear. The 2010
Rockefeller report “Scenarios for the
Future of Technology and International
Development” includes a cryptic suggestion that the answer is no. In one scenario with eerie overtones of the Covid
pandemic, the report conceptualized:
“Even after the pandemic faded, this
more authoritarian control and oversight
of citizens and their activities stuck and
even intensified.” Is it any wonder that
so many tyrannical measures remain in
place as the pandemic fades? Children
particularly have been conditioned to
believe this sort of tyranny is normal and
even desirable.
Clearly, the Deep State gained major
ground. But public resistance played a
major role in stifling it. When asked by
CNN why the quarantine period had been
reduced from 10 days to five, CDC boss
Rochelle Walensky said it “really had

a lot to do with what we thought people
would be able to tolerate.” In other words,
the power-mad bureaucrats and the Deep
State swamp monsters behind them recognized that if they pushed too far, the whole
scheme might fail.
Throughout the pandemic, the importance of federalism and local politics also
became more evident than at any time in
modern history. Florida led the way in protecting the rights of citizens in defiance of
the Deep State. In the jurisdiction where
this writer resides, for example, there was
never a city, county, or state mask mandate. In other parts of America, all three
were in place, in addition to a wild array of
tyrannical measures ranging from curfews
and lockdowns to vaccine passports.
“If you are trying to restrict people and
impose mandates; if you are trying to lock
people down; I am standing in your way
and standing for the rights of the people
in Florida,” Governor Ron DeSantis said
in a press conference in response to Biden
telling governors to “get out of the way” if
they would not impose mandates. “If you
are coming after the rights of parents in

Florida, I’m standing in your way — and
not letting you get away with it.”
Even some liberals have started awakening to the danger. Former Clinton advisor Naomi Wolf, a longtime Democrat,
sounded the alarm over lockdowns and
other Covid-inspired tyranny, warning that
the United States was undergoing a “coup”
on its way to becoming a “police state” in
which the Constitution would be shredded.
“That transcends everything that you and I
might disagree or agree on,” Wolf told Fox
News. “I really hope we wake up quickly
because history also shows that it’s a small
window in which people can fight back before it is too dangerous to fight back.”
The Deep State achieved some major
victories amid the pandemic. But the
largely invisible government behind the
scenes also revealed its hand to more people than ever before, sparking an unprecedented public awakening and overwhelming global resistance. Americans can resist
successfully, but it will take education,
hard work, organization, and dedication.
With everything good under threat, there
is no other choice. n
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Shattered family: Brandon Pollet, 33, died in
January from a rare autoimmune disease he
developed after his second dose of the Pfizer
vaccine. His doctors blame the jab.

The Jab Jinx

As Big Brother, Big Pharma, and Big Tech scheme to put
a needle in every arm, Americans realize this syringe is
mightier than a sword.

W

by Rebecca Terrell

hat happened to Covid-19?
Only weeks ago the U.S. Supreme Court sold out healthcare
workers nationwide with a federal vaccine mandate in defiance of sacred medical autonomy. Now, SARS-CoV-2 and its
endless variants barely make headlines.
Google Trends data reveals search interest
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for the keyword “covid” nosedived since
January, just as “Ukraine” went viral.
The pandemic still stings those injured
by Covid vaccines. The family of a young
man in Louisiana is mourning his untimely death, which doctors attribute to the jab.
Brandon Pollet, age 33, developed a fatal
autoimmune disease shortly after receiving his second Pfizer dose last August and
passed away on January 28. He leaves behind his wife, Jessica, and their one-yearold daughter.
When his young widow recounted their
tragedy on Facebook, the social-media
giant deleted her message, claiming it

violated their standards on misinformation. “I see why people don’t hear others
stories,” Jessica wrote. “Facebook makes
it incredibly hard to share.” The platform
now attaches a “Get Vaccine Info” link to
each of her posts, with the heartless claim
that Covid jabs are safe and effective.
A doctor told her that Brandon, who enjoyed perfect health prior to the jab, was
the fourth Covid-vaccine induced case
of a rare autoimmune disorder known as
HLH that he has personally witnessed in
the past year. Jessica shared her experience with an HLH support group, and
others relayed similar stories about their
loved one’s post-vaccine injuries.
She also reported Brandon’s death to
the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), a program jointly managed
by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) and the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA). The
agencies use it to identify early warning
signals regarding vaccine safety.

Body Count
Brandon’s is one of more than 25,000
Covid vaccine-related deaths tallied by
mid-March. That’s nearly three times
the number of deaths than those attributed to all other vaccines combined since
VAERS began recording in 1990. Based
on FDA’s track record of post-market
vaccine surveillance, this red flag should
have stripped Covid jabs of emergency
use authorization (EUA). Moreover, the
U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) admits, “fewer than 1%
of vaccine adverse events are reported”
to the voluntary VAERS system, according to the agency’s Lazarus Report. That
means Covid vaccines may have claimed
more than 2.4 million lives in 15 months;
other reported adverse effects totaling
nearly 1.2 million would equate to around
120 million.
Nothing to see here, say pundits. “Reactions to both [Pfizer and Moderna] mRNA
vaccines are generally mild and subside
after one or two days,” CDC official Tom
Shimabukuro told USA Today. He helped
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Even The New York Times admitted in February that the “CDC
isn’t publishing large portions of the Covid data it collects,”
withholding crucial information on boosters, hospitalizations,
and even wastewater analysis.

No exemption: The Pfizer vaccine cut short the career of professional mountain bike racer Kyle
Warner. Regardless, his doctor refuses to write a medical exemption for boosters for fear of
losing her medical license.

author a March 2022 study published in
The Lancet analyzing the first six months’
worth of VAERS data that suggest “92.1%
of negative side effects were not serious.”
“A severe event ratio (including death)
of 7.9% ... is high — very high!” writes
mRNA vaccine pioneer Dr. Robert
Malone on his blog. However, that estimate is dramatically low, as an analysis
at AmericasFrontlineDoctors.org reveals.
CDC counted each jab dose separately “so
that if 100 people received 3 doses … and
all 100 died, the death rate would be 33%
(100 deaths out of 300 doses)!”
Malone also points out that the FDA
imposes an extremely narrow window for
VAERS reporting; adverse events occurring more than one month post-jab usually
don’t count. Yet the journal Cell reported
22

in January that synthetic mRNA continues
producing spike protein and antigens in
the body for at least 60 days.
And why the six-month cut-off in The
Lancet paper? Was it to exclude children and teens, who did not begin getting
the jab until May? Problems have since
plagued that age group. For instance, the
December British Medical Journal reported that “risk of myocarditis [heart inflammation] following vaccination is consistently higher in younger males.” A study
in November’s issue of Clinical Infectious
Diseases found “significant increase in
the risk of acute myocarditis/pericarditis
[heart lining inflammation]” among vaccinated male adolescents.
Perhaps that is why former English
football player Matt Le Tissier told Or-

acle Films in February, “I’ve never seen
anything like it…. It’s unbelievable how
many sports players are keeling over.” Le
Tissier is calling on health leaders in the
U.K. to investigate a five-fold increase in
cardiac events and deaths among athletes
in 2021 compared to the previous 12-year
average, noting an additional uptick in
medical emergencies occurring among
fans since lockdowns were lifted.
U.S. health officials also have no answer for recent skyrocketing mortality unrelated to Covid. During a December news conference hosted by the
Indiana Chamber of Commerce, Scott Davison, president of the insurance company
OneAmerica, reported an unprecedented
40-percent increase in all-cause mortality
among working age adults in 2021, most
of which was not related to Covid. He said
that “a one-in-200-year catastrophe would
be 10 percent increase over pre-pandemic.
So 40 percent is just unheard of.”
But can we trust bureaucrats to investigate honestly? Even The New York Times
admitted in February that the “CDC isn’t
publishing large portions of the Covid
data it collects,” withholding crucial information on boosters, hospitalizations, and
even wastewater analysis. CDC spokesman Kristen Norlund explained the deception, claiming the data was “not yet
ready for prime time” and could easily be
misinterpreted. (Read: the agency had not
scrubbed it yet.)
It could have also stymied the Biden administration’s massive pro-vaccine media
campaign. In March, The Blaze obtained
documents through a Freedom of Information Act request revealing that the “federal
government paid hundreds of media companies to advertise” the jab while their
reporting and editorial departments gilded
the lily with positive news coverage. The
total tab: $1 billion in taxpayer money
Congress appropriated in 2021 for HHS
to “strengthen vaccine confidence in the
United States.” In a press release, Liberty
Counsel chair Mat Staver opined, “People
have been injured and died as a result of
the most extensive propaganda campaign
in U.S. history, and it was paid for with our
taxpayer dollars.”
But isn’t the disease worse than the
reputed cure? Through mid-March, the
World Health Organization (WHO) records more than six million Covid deaths,
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sion as a myth in June 2020 at a briefing
in Geneva. The agency’s technical lead of
Covid-19 response, Dr. Maria Van Kerkhove, stated, “We have a number of reports from countries who are doing very
detailed contract tracing … and they are
not finding secondary transmission.” She
noted, “It’s very rare, and much of that is
not published in the literature.”
Kerkhove backpedaled the next day
during a follow-up session, saying that
“around 40 percent of transmission may
be due to asymptomatic.” As justification
for her outrageous flip, she cited bureaucratic forecast modeling instead of clinical research. It took a full year for WHO
to admit its model estimates were bogus,
stating in June 25 testing strategy recommendations that “widespread asymptomatic population screening” is a waste of
time and money and in fact negatively
impacts outbreak management due to high
incidence of false positives.

Covid Politics
“I’m going to call it out…. This is corruption, plain and simple,” said Dr. Pierre
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while nearly 11 billion jab doses have
been administered. Missing from WHO’s
online “Coronavirus Dashboard” is data
from its VigiAccess database: 3.4 million adverse reactions to Covid vaccines
reported worldwide. WHO admits that,
like VAERS, VigiAccess numbers are under-estimates. Alarmingly, 70 percent of
WHO’s adverse cases involve the 18- to
64-year age group, while “more than 80%
of COVID-19 deaths occur in individuals aged 65 years or older,” according to
an analysis of CDC data by the nonprofit
Physicians for Informed Consent. The
Mayo Clinic’s website says individuals
age 85 and older are at highest risk of serious Covid complications.
Why should low-risk groups gamble on
the vaccine? “I could do damage to somebody else, even if I have no symptoms at
all,” prated Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), on NBC’s Today
Show. “And that’s the reason why you’ve
gotta be careful and get vaccinated.”
That’s never been true, and he knows
it. WHO exposed asymptomatic transmis-

Advocating for vax-injured: U.S. Senator Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) invited all major players from
federal agencies and Big Pharma to his Covid roundtable discussion on Capitol Hill in January.
None of them showed up.
www.TheNewAmerican.com

Kory, pulmonary and critical-care specialist and founder of the Front Line COVID19 Critical Care Alliance, during a January
panel discussion on Capitol Hill hosted by
U.S. Senator Ron Johnson (R-Wis.). Condemning the U.S. health system for putting “profits ahead of patients,” Dr. Kory
alleged that bureaucrats are intentionally
suppressing off-label use of safe treatments because they do not “provide profit
to the system.” He declared that in the U.S.
pandemic response, “Almost every single
policy serves the interest of a pharmaceutical company.”
Others backed up his charge. “NIAID
… co-owns the patent on the Moderna
vaccine. [Four] members of the NIAID
get royalties from the profits,” stated Dr.
Aaron Kheriaty, former director of the
medical ethics program at University of
California-Irvine Health, who lost his job
of 15 years for refusing the Covid jab.
Senator Johnson cited further conflicts of
interest among bureaucrats authorized to
approve the vaccines as well as toxic but
highly profitable Covid medications such
as remdesivir.
And what better way to ensure steady
profits than a mandate for annual boosters? “If they can get every person required
[to take] an annual vaccine, that is a recurring return of money going into their
company,” FDA executive Christopher
Cole told an undercover Project Veritas
reporter in footage released in February.
Cole is part of the agency’s countermeasures initiative, which oversees vaccine
approval. He admitted that Big Pharma
firms “pay us hundreds of millions of dollars a year to hire and keep the reviewers
to approve their products.” He bragged,
“There’s almost a billion dollars a year
going into FDA’s budget from the people
we regulate.”
Such corruption is nothing new in the
vaccine world. A decade ago, the journal
Accountability in Research complained
of “Conflicts of Interest in Vaccine Safety
Research.” Among other damning evidence, it reported rampant collusion between federal agencies and Big Pharma,
which sponsors a majority of vaccinesafety research and medical journals and
funds a large part of the FDA’s budget.
Additionally, since 1986 Congress has
exempted Big Pharma from product liability for vaccines that CDC places on
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its childhood immunization schedule. In
similar fashion, the federal government
protects Covid vaccine manufacturers. In
2020, HHS preemptively declared pharmaceutical companies immune from liability related to “COVID-19 countermeasures,” citing the 2005 Public Readiness
and Emergency Preparedness (PREP) Act.
To continue bolstering the crisis narrative, Biden has extended indefinitely his
Federal National Emergency Declaration,
which was due to expire March 1. He is
also planning to mandate annual Covid
jabs, even for children as young as six
months, as Project Veritas revealed. Cole
acknowledged the plan’s absurdity due to
a dearth of safety and efficacy tests, especially in children and pregnant women.
The agenda explains why the U.S. government purchased 50 million doses of
Pfizer’s pediatric Covid vaccine last October, before it granted EUA for kids as
young as five.
Big Brother and Big Pharma have indeed
reached a new level of corruption. Cardi-

ologist and internist Dr. Peter McCullough,
a leader in successful Covid ambulatory
treatment, testified in Senator Johnson’s
panel discussion about the unprecedented
absence of an independent review board to
monitor Covid vaccine safety in the general
public. “I am testifying today that the program would have been shut down in February [2021] because of excess mortality.” He
warned, “If America can learn anything we
should never have the FDA and CDC be a
sponsor of a public program.”
McCullough explained another first for
Covid vaccines. Clinical trials excluded
large groups of individuals — pregnant
women and Covid-recovered among them
— because of the high likelihood of problems that could result. But since EUA approval, these same groups have been encouraged and even coerced to get the jab,
in stark contrast to regulatory precedent.
McCullough said that helps explain skyrocketing VAERS statistics. “It’s wrongdoing by those in positions of regulatory
authority,” he avowed.

FDA’s hidden agenda: James O’Keefe of Project Veritas recently uncovered shocking evidence of
the Biden administration’s plans to inoculate every American with experimental Covid vaccines.
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Malfeasance has reached such a pitch
that health officials are now dictating how
doctors practice medicine. Kheriaty related
his experience with the California medical
board, which last year threatened all physicians in the state with investigation and
disciplinary action should they write “inappropriate” exemptions for “COVID-related
measures.” As a result, it is virtually impossible to get any medical exemption, even
for conditions CDC lists as contraindications to Covid vaccines. He has a patient
whose rheumatologist advised her not to
be inoculated because it could worsen her
underlying autoimmune disease. Since her
employer mandates the jab, she asked the
specialist to write an exemption. He refused
for fear he might lose his license.
The situation is not confined to California. Kyle Warner, a 29-year-old professional mountain-bike racer from Boise,
Idaho, whose career was cut short by the
Pfizer jab, told Senator Johnson’s panel
that even he cannot get an exemption for
boosters because his doctor is afraid she
will lose her medical license for writing it.

DOD Data
Others are willing to put their professional
careers on the line to expose government
fraud. Attorney Tom Renz, representing
three U.S. military whistleblowers, testified
before Senator Johnson’s panel regarding
data the three medical doctors uncovered
from the comprehensive Defense Medical Epidemiology Database (DMED). In
the first 10 months of 2021, neurological
issues shot up more than 1,000 percent
over the previous five-year average. Cancers and miscarriages rose by almost 300
percent. Further DMED data posted on
the Renz Law website include an alarming 2,181-percent spike in hypertension,
a 468-percent increase in pulmonary embolism, and a heartbreaking 155-percent
increase in birth defects.
The statistics prompted one of the whistleblowers, aerospace medicine specialist
Lieutenant Colonel Dr. Theresa Long, to
recommend grounding Army pilots who
already received the jab. She testified in
a previous hearing on Capitol Hill in December, calling the vaccine a greater threat
to military readiness than the virus, and
revealing a criminal disregard among military leaders for the health and safety of
U.S. servicemen.
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Military guinea pigs: Three U.S. Army physicians-turned-whistleblowers are warning that the
Covid-19 shot is riskier to the nation’s armed forces than is the disease. They allege that DOD is
treating soldiers like lab rats.

“So we skipped two years of Phase II
trials, and three years of Phase III trials.
We only lost 12 active-duty soldiers to
Covid. Yet we’re going to risk the health
of the entire fighting force on a vaccine we
only had two months of safety data on?”
she recalled asking a senior Army medical
official last May. His response: “You’re
damned right, Colonel, and you’re going
to get every soldier you can to take the
vaccine so I can get enough data points to
determine if the vaccine is safe.”
It isn’t safe or effective, as further
Department of Defense (DOD) research
shows. Last September, DOD covertly reported to CDC that 71 percent of its new
Covid cases and 68 percent of Covid hospitalizations were among the fully vaccinated. Renz said it was about this time that
Washington coined the phrase “pandemic
of the unvaccinated,” and he condemned
that blatant deception as “corruption at the
highest level.”
Call 1-800-727-TRUE to subscribe today!

Within a week of Renz’s testimony,
DOD blamed an alleged computer glitch
for underreporting the previous five years’
data, and the agency released doctored figures. “To believe these brand-new DOD
numbers you have to believe that the DOD
under-reported all cases on this military
database by around 20 million per year for
5 years,” said Renz. “Yes, my friends, this
is what a cover-up looks like.”
Renz’s extensive documentation is the
basis of a lawsuit he filed in U.S. District
Court in February on behalf of America’s
Frontline Doctors. The plaintiffs accuse
the federal government of intentionally
deceiving the public about Covid vaccines, calling it “the greatest fraud in the
history of the world.”
We should have seen it coming. The
Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security
plainly spelled out insiders’ pandemic plans
in 2017 with publication of “SPARS Pandemic, 2025-2028: A Futuristic Scenario for

Public Health Risk Communicators.” In the
sidebar on page 17, Alex Newman reveals
the fiendish details of this and similar preCovid exercises funded by groups such as
the World Economic Forum and the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation. The parallels between the pandemic and its prequel
are striking, including a massive push for
expedited experimental vaccines, liability
protection for their manufacturers, plans
to stifle dissenters, and an ensuing flood
of adverse reactions to the shots. Of interest is the fact that long-term neurological
symptoms began to emerge one year after
inoculation.
Is it just coincidence that FDA asked a
U.S. District Court in January for 75 years
to fully release the data it used to authorize
the Pfizer vaccine? The judge denied the request, and in March the agency relinquished
55,000 pages of data. They list a shocking
1,291 different adverse events — including
cardiac and neurological damage and pregnancy complications — with more to come
considering the 380,000-plus pages remaining to fulfill the Freedom of Information
Act request that prompted the lawsuit.

The Solution
“This is what happens when medicine
merges with the state. We get the worst
of both,” wrote former U.S. Representative Ron Paul from his Institute for Peace
and Prosperity. He called for “separation
of medicine and the state,” without which
we can expect further violations of our
God-given right to bodily autonomy, to the
point of life-threatening mandates.
Unbridled bureaucratic vice is only a
symptom of an out-of-control, tyrannical
government. We need a cure for modern
slavery more than for Covid, and that cure
is the U.S. Constitution, which prohibits
federal encroachment in almost every area
of life, including healthcare.
Fortunately, the growing resistance to
mandates and other Covid restrictions
shows that people are waking up to the
shackles that government overreach has
long placed on them. Americans are realizing that the cure for Covid isn’t found
in a syringe. The healthy solution will
protect both our lives and liberty, restoring constitutional shackles on government
so doctors can practice medicine, patients
can call their own shots, and everyone can
enjoy the new normal of freedom. n
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Will Children Survive

THE COVID CRISIS?
Government’s draconian response to Covid-19 has
inflicted a scourge of ills on a generation of children that
will negatively impact the future of our nation unless we tell
them (and they hear) the truth.

T

by Annalisa Pesek

hey have been called the lost generation, their lives devastated by
lockdowns, daily mask-wearing,
social distancing, and forced vaccines.
As a “two weeks to stop the spread” lockdown turned into two years and counting,
millions of children were confined to their
homes with computers and cellphones,
barred from seeing their friends or playing sports.
Even as restrictions are lifting for
adults, maybe temporarily, kids continue
to be crushed by cruel mandates, despite
being “1,000 times less likely to die from
COVID-19 than the more vulnerable older
population,” as Stanford professor Dr. Jay
Bhattacharya has explained.
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Seizing the opportunity to teach obedience training to the babies, New York
City Mayor Eric Adams has announced
that masks, while no longer required for
school-age children and adults, “will continue to be required for all settings with
children under 5 years of age, including
programs contracted by the New York
City Department of Education with 3- and
4-year-old children as well as 3K and 4K
classrooms in district schools.”
For the past two years, to attend most
U.S. schools, children have been forced to
adhere to extreme requirements, including
masking indoors and during recess outdoors, per the guidance of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
But are parents even aware that their
kids eat lunch outside in the rain and cold,

each student separated by six feet to ensure social distancing?
Last December, a disturbing video went
viral of a group of kindergartners sitting
outside on buckets and eating their lunches under a covered area at a school in Portland, Oregon.
“CHILD ABUSE: Kindergartners were
forced to eat lunch outside in 40 degree
weather…. They sit on buckets to social
distance from their classmates,” read the
alarming tweet by Post Millennial writer
Katie Daviscourt.
Responding to parent and community
concerns of the troubling scene, White
House Press Secretary Jen Psaki shared
that her own three-year-old son snacks and
lunches outside and wears a mask inside.
“It’s no big deal to him,” said Psaki, endorsing the preposterous notion that kids
are safer eating outdoors in winter rather
than eating indoors maskless.
Indoors, outdoors, masks in general are
a filthy idea, and there are data to prove
it. Last June, a University of Florida lab
analysis of masks worn by school children ages 6-11, for an average of 5.7
hours a day, showed 83 percent of the
mask contaminated with multiple strains
of bacteria causing serious disease, including pneumonia, meningitis, fever, ulAnnalisa Pesek is a writer, editor, and librarian. She
joins The New American after spending nearly a
decade in New York publishing.
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cers, acne, yeast infections, strep throat,
and periodontal disease.
As if mandatory masks and social isolation were not enough, what about a forced
experimental shot that comes with risks
that could cause irreparable harm?
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Genetically Editing Generations
More and more studies are being released showing both the risks and benefits of messenger-RNA-based vaccines.
The damaging side effects of the shots in
healthy children are heightening the risks
and outweighing the benefits.
Dr. Robert Malone, an inventor of the
mRNA technology used in Covid-19 vaccines, has been creating awareness of these
risks for months. During a recent speech in
Washington State, Malone cautioned that
when a child gets the shot, a viral gene is
injected into his cells, with code for a synthetically engineered protein.
“We’re learning more on a daily basis
about the nature of that protein [that] forces your child’s body to make toxic spike
proteins,” he said. “These proteins often
cause critical damage in children’s organs.”
Malone warned that such damage may include “damages to their brain and nervous
systems, their heart and blood vessels,

including blood clots, their reproductive
system, and this vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune systems.”
Still, many are ignoring the warnings.
Starting in fall 2022, California will become
the first state to require all K-12 students in
the Los Angeles and San Diego school districts to be vaccinated. Washington State is
close to approving the measure as well.
Even more unbelievable is that none of
the so-called experts (Dr. Anthony Fauci)
or conservative pundits (Tucker Carlson)
are weighing in on the risks of lesions in
the brain, heart-tissue scarring, or a genetically reset immune system. Nor are they reporting on the dangerous pathogens found
in face masks worn for six to eight hours
a day.
In the Sunshine State, however, where
vaccine and mask mandates are illegal,
parents are encouraged not to vaccinate
their healthy children. Florida’s top health
officials have issued new guidance that
children may be at a higher risk from the
vaccine than the coronavirus itself. Florida Surgeon General Dr. Joseph Ladapo
said in a March 8 statement, “Based on
currently available data, the risks of administering COVID-19 vaccination
among healthy children may outweigh

Stop the ongoing abuse of children: It’s time parents remove their children from school systems
that force masking and harmful vaccinations. These abusive policies have made children deathly
afraid of everything, from their peers to their spaces to the very air they breathe.
www.TheNewAmerican.com

the benefits. That is why these decisions
should be made on an individual basis, and
never mandated.”

A Pandemic of Fear
Another real impact of harmful mandates is the incredible fear pressed upon
America’s children. As psychiatrist Dr.
Mark McDonald explains in his new book
United States of Fear: How America Fell
Victim to a Mass Delusional Psychosis,
while the viral “pandemic” was raging,
a “profound, rapid, and nearly universal
deterioration in Americans’ mental health
was exploding.”
While the extent of the damage of lockdowns, masking, and social distancing
may not be understood for years, what is
certain today is that kids are deathly afraid,
and their anxiety is manifesting in severe
mental-health disorders causing recordbreaking hospitalization and suicide rates.
The CDC reported in early 2021 that
emergency-room visits for suspected suicide attempts were 51 percent higher for
adolescent girls and four percent higher for
adolescent boys, compared with the same
time period in early 2019. The American
Academy of Pediatrics, American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry,
and Children’s Hospital Association also
declared the current state of children’s
mental health a national emergency, stating the “pandemic has intensified an already ongoing crisis.”
Even President Joe Biden, during his
first State of the Union address, tackled
the topic of children’s mental health, admitting “lives and education have been
turned upside down” though refusing
to acknowledge how his policies have
played a role in that outcome.
In his private practice in Los Angeles,
Dr. McDonald has treated thousands of
young people. At the onset of the Covid
outbreak in summer 2020, parents flooded his inbox with pleas for help for their
emotionally shattered children.
Writes McDonald, “one [parent] told
me his eight-year-old son had put his fist
through a plate-glass window at home,
unable to tolerate being confined to a
two-room apartment, 24 hours a day for
months on end. Another patient started
wetting the bed again. Yet another attacked her brother with a kitchen knife.”
However, many families left his practice
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First, do no harm: Though children have a 50-percent higher risk of drowning than dying from
Covid-19, the federal government and the medical establishment at large continue to push an
experimental “vaccine” that can cause irreparable harm, including damage to the brain and
nervous system, the heart and blood vessels, and the reproductive system.

when McDonald tried to offer information
that would assuage their fears about the
health risks posed to their children. He
observed particularly erratic behavior of
mothers refusing to bring their children to
appointments. The moms believed simply
walking through McDonald’s public office building would greatly increase the
chances of catching Covid. Despite evidence that children are all but immune to
the virus, and a lack of scientific proof that
masking or school closures kept a single
child safe, McDonald says, the idea of
confining children to their homes soothed
parental anxieties.
Of the mother of one child he was treating, McDonald wrote, “Nothing I said
could dissuade her from her belief that her
daughter was at substantial risk for serious
illness and death, in addition to being a
vector for a disease that could invade their
hillside estate.”
Irrational beliefs that a person is no longer
safe in a store or a restaurant without a mask
are derived from “a bizarre worldview,” asserts McDonald, “with a degree of religiosity I had only previously encountered in
hospitalized psychiatric patients.”
McDonald was genuinely shocked at
seeing some women supporting closing
28

schools and masking children. “They
justified their position by saying that ‘we
need to keep our children safe,’” he writes.
However, in the recent past, Dr. McDonald has changed his policy, and is now refusing to treat children who wear masks in
his office, issuing a letter to all his patients
that reads, in part, “just as I would never
tolerate a parent beating their child or burning him with a cigarette lighter in my presence, I will not condone or allow minors to
enter my office with their faces covered.”
Overcoming this fear addiction is a top
priority for McDonald, who says he is
ready to support any patient who wants “to
move forward toward health and freedom
from fear.”

Darkness Visible
It doesn’t take a Stanford graduate to
know that fear can warp a child’s mind.
Academy Award-winning actress Goldie
Hawn, in a recent op-ed for USA Today,
articulated the concept quite eloquently.
“A child’s mind exposed to real-world
fear, without the ability to properly proc
ess it, can go down dark passages leading to nothing less than existential dread,”
wrote the Hollywood star. She went on to
state what the mass media have largely ig-

nored: “Today, we are in the midst of a national trauma that could very well surpass
9/11 and approach the heightened terror of
the Cold War years.”
Hawn’s concerns echoed a discussion
by McDonald in his book United States
of Fear on the post-World War II years, in
which he writes, “the 50s brought fears of
Communism infiltration and overarching
nuclear anxiety as people built bomb shelters in their backyards, and children were
subjected to frightening (and ultimately
pointless) duck and cover drills.”
Hawn recalled that as a fifth-grader
watching a training video for nuclear war
she had “never seen anything so horrible,
and it looked so real. At the end, a deep
voice warned us: ‘This is what will happen when there’s an enemy attack.’”
Similarly, today’s youth are equally terrified of an attack by an invisible virus.
Yet McDonald reminds us that fear in and
of itself is not necessarily a bad thing. It
can become harmful “when it arrives at
the wrong time, for the wrong reason, or
beyond the length of time it is needed.”
Irrational thinking must not dominate.

Change Is a Choice
As pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole declared
to a packed church in Washington State,
“Truth is what you follow no matter how
inconvenient it is. Why am I here? Because I saw LIES — limited ideas entertained within our society. They brought
FEAR — false expectations as real. This
isn’t about me.… It’s about the future generations.”
Though healthy children have been injected with the pandemic of fear, they still
represent America’s last, best hope against
damage done by lockdowns and other
Covid-19 policies. Will they accept the
truth and recover from years of mask-wearing, social distancing, and vaccine boosters
to pursue life, liberty, and happiness?
Certainly, they will need to be retrained
as children of curiosity, not of compliance, possessing courage over fear, desiring to think for themselves and to think
creatively, to build new industries and artistic compositions. They must reintegrate
into their lives moral integrity and compassion for others, traits Americans have
possessed for the past 245 years and which
have made this great nation a beacon of
light for the rest of the world. n
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HEROES

OF THE PANDEMIC
Shunning the mainstream narrative, many
doctors around the world have risked their
careers and professional reputations to save
lives during the Covid pandemic with timetested, repurposed drugs. Research now
proves they have been right all along.

wo years into the pandemic, America’s Covid death
count is truly heartbreaking, surpassing 915,000 as of
mid-February. Even more agonizing is that most of
these deaths could have been prevented had the U.S. medical
establishment used early treatments such as ivermectin (IVM),
hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), and other repurposed drugs and
vitamins. Instead, prescribing these widely used and longknown remedies spells career suicide for doctors. Big Tech
purges content related to “unapproved” early treatments and
censors those who share it. Suddenly, remedies used countless
times around the world in the most vulnerable populations, such
as infants and pregnant women, are synonymous with poison.
Mere days after the World Health Organization (WHO)
declared the pandemic in March 2020, doctors already knew
how to treat SARS-CoV-2 infection. Hundreds of practicing
physicians around the globe began treating patients, reporting
great results with repurposed drugs, yet few have learned of
this success since Big Tech works 24/7 to scrub evidence from
all media platforms.
In his book The Real Anthony Fauci: Bill Gates, Big Pharma,
and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health, attorney,
activist, and Children’s Health Defense founder Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. noted, “On March 13 [2020], a Michigan doctor and
trader, Dr. James Torado, M.D., tweeted his review of HCQ
as an effective COVID treatment, including a link to a public Google doc. Google quietly scrubbed Dr. Torado’s memo.
This was six days before the President [Trump] endorsed HCQ.
Google apparently didn’t want users to think Torado’s message
was missing; rather, the Big Tech platform wanted the public to
believe that Torado’s memo never even existed.”

Veronika Kyrylenko, Ph.D. is a research associate at GeoStrategic Analysis
(Arlington, Virginia) and a freelance writer whose work has appeared at the
Western Journal, American Thinker, The Hill and other publications.
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Google is not alone. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg vowed
before Congress in 2020 to ruthlessly combat “misinformation”
about Covid treatments. “Stating that there’s a proven cure for
COVID when there is in fact none” could cause “imminent risk
of harm,” he claimed.
Sharing content on the “efficacy and/or safety of preventative measures, treatments” for Covid is a big no-no for Twitter users, according to its “COVID-19 Misleading Information
Policy.” Posts including “false or misleading claims about potentially harmful and unapproved treatments or preventative
measures” violate the policy and are deleted.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) led a deceptive smear campaign against IVM, often used against a wide
range of human and animal parasites and viruses. “You are
not a horse. You are not a cow. Seriously, y’all. Stop it,” the
agency tweeted. The Centers for Disease Control and Preven29
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tion (CDC), while admitting the drug is
“generally safe and well tolerated” if used
as prescribed, recommended against using
it as Covid treatment. (Interestingly, the
agency advises all foreign refugees to take
IVM for at least five days before coming
to America but does not specify whether
the purpose is deworming or as a prophylaxis against Covid.)
Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) Dr.
Anthony Fauci was even more straightforward against the highly promising drug.
He said it “potentially has toxicity,” and
urged Americans not to take it. Instead,
he urged everyone to stay home, “socially” distance, wear masks, only go to the
hospital for extreme cases, and wait until
vaccines arrive. The cardinal sin would be
listening to fringe doctors who use unapproved early treatments.
His strategy was a complete disaster,

as even its promoters now acknowledge.
Lockdowns left the economy in shambles.
The number of excess deaths from untreated disease, suicides, and drug overdose is
off the charts. Masks and social distancing have not stopped the spread. Vaccines,
touted as life-saving, are injuring and killing people while failing to prevent transmission and disease. Moreover, studies
suggest a negative efficacy, meaning the
vaccinated are more likely to catch Covid.
Steve Kirsch, a famed Silicon Valley philanthropist who founded the COVID-19
Early Treatment Fund and Vaccine Safety
Research Foundation, offered $1 million to
anyone who can prove that a single strategy
employed by the U.S. government against
Covid works. The offer is still open.

Casus Belli
World-renowned internist, cardiologist,
and epidemiologist Dr. Peter McCullough

Suddenly, remedies used countless times around the world
in the most vulnerable populations, such as infants and
pregnant women, are synonymous with poison.

Dr. Harvey
Risch
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Dr. Peter
McCullough

told The New American in April 2021
that outpatient treatments are a “missing
pillar” of pandemic response. He pointed
out that while Americans were locking
down, wearing masks, socially distancing,
and awaiting experimental vaccines, the
priority should have been to treat people
and give them reasonable hope. Instead,
the priority was fear, followed by the false
solution of vaccines.
“United States government, along with
its stakeholders, CDC, NIH [National
Institutes of Health], FDA, Big Pharma,
World Health Organization, [Bill & Melinda] Gates Foundation, they had made
a commitment to the mass vaccination as
the only solution to the COVID-19 pandemic,” McCullough said.
Treatments such as HCQ and IVM
threatened vaccine manufacturers. According to statutes for emergency use authorization (EUA), “If there is an available agent
which can provide protection against the
threat … and mitigate it,” then the vaccines
could not be granted EUA. Were HCQ or
IVM acknowledged as effective remedies
against Covid, manufacturers would have
been forced to submit to regular clinical
trial processes. Those could take years of
rigorous safety and efficacy testing, meaning no immediate return on investment, and
possibly none in years to come.
The war on early treatments had a distinct political underlying motive beyond
vaccine promotion. Democrats, mainstream media, and Big Tech knew their
raging smear campaign and fruitless impeachment efforts against Donald Trump
were going nowhere, for the president’s
“America First” agenda materialized in
robust economic growth and record-low
unemployment. That spelled trouble for
Democrats in the 2020 presidential election. When Covid arrived and Trump endorsed HCQ as a “game changer,” they
accused him of “trying to kill Americans”
with the “unstudied” drug, ignoring its 65year safety record.
“It’s like saying, ‘Maybe if you inject
Clorox in your blood, it may cure you.’
Come on, man!.. What in God’s name is
he doing?!” lamented then-presidential
candidate Joe Biden. He called Trump’s
HCQ endorsement “totally irresponsible”
and “counterproductive,” and cited unnamed studies that presumably found
HCQ “doing more harm than good.”
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Heroes and Remedies
In his book on Fauci, Kennedy quotes Dr.
Harvey Risch, a leading Yale epidemiologist: “Unless you are an island nation prepared to shut out the world, you can’t stop a
global viral pandemic, but you can make it
less deadly. Our objective should have been
to devise treatments that would reduce hospitalization and death. We could have easily defanged COVID-19 so that it was less
lethal than a seasonal flu. We could have
done this quickly. We could have saved
hundreds of thousands of lives.”
We really could have. We had all the
tools:
Hydroxychloroquine: One of the first
American doctors to tackle Covid was Dr.
Vladimir “Zev” Zelenko, a New Yorkbased board-certified physician with
more than 20 years of professional experience. He has personally treated thousands of patients and consulted with peer
physicians on four continents. In 2020,
he penned open letters to the medical
community and to Trump, detailing his
recommended treatment using a combination of HCQ, the antibiotic azithromycin, and zinc sulfate.
“We know that hydroxychloroquine
helps zinc enter the cell. We know that
zinc slows viral replication within the cell.
www.TheNewAmerican.com
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Dr. Vladimir
Zelenko

Dr. Pierre
Kory

Regarding the use of azithromycin, I postulate it prevents secondary bacterial infections. These three drugs are well known
and usually well tolerated, hence the risk
to the patient is low.” He continued, “My
urgent recommendation is to initiate treatment in the outpatient setting as soon as
possible in accordance with the above.
Based on my direct experience, it prevents acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS), prevents the need for hospitalization and saves lives.”
A 2020 peer-reviewed study of the
Zelenko protocol, accepted for publication in the International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents, found it “decreased
hospitalizations by 84% and resulted in a
5-fold reduction in death.” This translates
into nearly 770,000 needlessly lost lives.
In further testimony to the U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security in
December 2020, Dr. Zelenko reported
no Covid deaths among his high-risk
patients. These included Holocaust survivors in their 90s, cancer patients, and
diabetics, who normally experience up
to a 20-percent fatality rate. All patients
who followed his early treatment survived, he said.
Risch experienced similar results. In
2020, he published an article in the Ameri-

can Journal of Epidemiology titled “Early
Outpatient Treatment of Symptomatic,
High-Risk Covid-19 Patients that Should
be Ramped-Up Immediately as Key to
the Pandemic Crisis.” He referenced five
clinical trials that showed the “significant
major outpatient treatment efficacy” of
HCQ coupled with azithromycin.
Likewise in 2020, McCullough published “Pathophysiological Basis and Rationale for Early Outpatient Treatment of
SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) Infection” in
the American Journal of Medicine with a
subsequent update in Reviews in Cardiovascular Medicine. It was the first synthesis of sequenced multidrug treatment of
ambulatory patients infected with SARSCoV-2. McCullough successfully treated
his Covid patients with a combination of
HCQ, zinc, azithromycin, doxycycline,
aspirin, and other widely used drugs. In
January 2022, he testified on Capitol Hill
that the protocol had proven to prevent as
many as 95 percent of Covid deaths.
Dr. Ryan Cole testified with McCullough. Cole is a Mayo Clinic and
Columbia University-trained anatomic/
clinical pathologist and CEO/medical
director of Cole Diagnostics, the largest
independent lab in Idaho. He has treated
thousands of early-stage patients using
McCullough’s protocol. He related the
story of his brother, who called him in a
panic with an oxygen level at 86 and excruciating lung pain. Two hours after starting treatment, the pain had subsided and
his oxygen reached a robust 98 percent.
Cole also told Kennedy, “Early treatment of COVID-19, plain and simple,
saves lives. If the medical profession had
been forward-thinking and hands-on, and
focused on this disease, with an early outpatient multi-drug approach, knowing that
COVID-19 is an inflammatory clotting
disease, hundreds of thousands of lives
could have been saved in the U.S.”
Covid czar Fauci spurns such real-world
evidence, insisting that until HCQ proves
its worth in lengthy randomized clinical
trials, bureaucrats will continue blocking
access to it. That’s been going on since
June 2020, when the FDA stripped the
drug’s EUA, preventing distribution from
the Strategic National Stockpile. Tragically unnoticed is an October 2020 paper
posted on the NIH website that found hydroxychloroquine “is effective, and con31
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Dr. Paul
Marik

er. “It’s cheap, you can go to the pharmacy
and get it over the counter. [But] nobody’s
going to make money.” That is a huge threat
to Big Pharma, he told The New American. Marik successfully treated Covid ICU
patients at the onset of the pandemic before
his hospital administration pulled the plug
on his protocol. He could not even give his
Covid patients Vitamin C.
“What was left was remdesivir,” said
the doctor, describing the horrific toxicity of the expensive drug. That was “evil
in its purest form,” Dr. Marik lamented.
“It’s murder. They are basically murdering
people in hospitals.” Because he refused to
use remdesivir, Dr. Marik’s hospital privileges were revoked in November.
The FDA has approved intravenous
remdesivir for Covid treatment in hospitalized adults and children 12 years of age
and older who weigh more than 88 pounds.
The agency also granted EUA for younger
children who are hospitalized. CDC says
the drug “should not be withheld” from
pregnant women, even though the agency
admits that this population was excluded
from clinical trials evaluating remdesivir’s
safety and efficacy.
Many of the studies supporting NIH’s recommendation of remdesivir were conducted

on animals or were in vitro studies,
meaning they involved microorganisms, cells, or biological molecules,
not people. Human studies were at
best a mixed bag; two authoritative
trials by the FDA showed remdesivir
to be ineffective and unsafe. They
also indicated that a majority of the
participants in the several remdesivir
studies have suffered adverse effects
such as liver and kidney damage
and multi-organ failure. Previously,
in 2019, remdesivir manufacturer
Gilead had to terminate the drug’s
Ebola trials because 54 percent of
the recipients died within 28 days. In
November 2020, the World Health
Organization recommended against
remdesivir in hospitalized Covid patients, regardless of disease severity.
The agency cited a lack of evidence
showing the drug’s efficacy.
Others note its lethality. “Remdesivir increases a risk of death by
three percent,” said Dr. Marik during Capitol Hill testimony, adding
that the drug increases the chance
of renal failure by 20 percent. Yet the federal government incentivizes hospitals
to administer the dangerous medication.
Hospitals receive a whopping bonus — 20
percent of patients’ bills — for prescribing
the drug according to NIH protocols.
“The hospital is a dangerous place for
sick people,” Dr. Marik told The New
American. “If you have Covid, you’d better stay home. Get oxygen at home. Get
whatever treatment you have at home.” He
added, “Isn’t it an unfortunate indictment of
the healthcare system that a physician who
has been practicing in an ICU for 35 years
would say such an astonishing thing?”
Drs. Risch, Zelenko, McCullough, Cole,
Kory, and Marik are just a few among the
massive cohort of physicians who have
remained true to their profession and their
Hippocratic Oath. FLCCC alone has more
than 1,000 members. In a just world, they
would be celebrated as true heroes.
“True heroism is remarkably sober, very
undramatic. It is not the urge to surpass
all others at whatever cost, but the urge to
serve others at whatever cost,” said tennis
star Arthur Ashe. The brave hero-doctors
are living examples of this important lesson that resonates with the very spirit of
the American Republic so well. n
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sistently so when provided early, for
COVID-19.” A real-time analysis
involving 313 peer-reviewed studies as of mid-February has come to
the same conclusion.
Ivermectin: Ivermectin, a decadesold antiparasitic and antiviral drug,
took center stage in April 2020, when
Australian researchers from Monash
University found that just a single
dose could stop the SARS-CoV-2
growing in cell culture.
“We found that even a single dose
could essentially remove all viral
RNA by 48 hours and that even at 24
hours there was a really significant
reduction in it,” Monash Biomedicine Discovery Institute’s Dr. Kylie
Wagstaff revealed.
All subsequent real-world and
clinical studies showed the drug’s
outstanding efficacy against Covid.
Writes Kennedy, “Since March 1,
2020, some front-line ICU and ER
doctors began using ivermectin
in combination with HCQ in early
treatment protocols…. More than
20 randomized clinical trials (RCT) have
confirmed its miraculous efficacy against
COVID for both inpatient and outpatient
treatment. Six of seven meta-analyses of
IVM treatment RCTs completed in 2021
found notable reduction in COVID-19
mortality.”
Ivermectin is the cornerstone of
treatment recommended by the Front
Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance
(FLCCC). “We regard ivermectin as a core
medication in the prevention and treatment of COVID-19,” reads the website.
The group’s co-founder and president, Dr.
Pierre Kory, testified on Capitol Hill that
“ivermectin could reduce hospitalizations
by almost 90 percent and deaths by almost
75 percent.”
Speaking with The New American in
January, Dr. Kory noted that while ivermectin and other repurposed drugs are extremely effective against Covid, they are
also extremely cheap, and therefore do
not interest pharmaceutical companies and
corrupt U.S. health authorities, which Dr.
Kory dubs “federal pharmaceutical agencies.” He said, “We really have to fight a
war to get this information out.”
“Why don’t they talk about Vitamin D?”
asked Dr. Paul Marik, FLCCC’s co-found-
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The Horrific Costs of

GOVERNMENT
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COVID POLICIES

Governments’ responses to the Covid pandemic
have cost trillions of dollars and have resulted
in many more lives lost than saved.

H

by William F. Jasper

ow much has the Covid-19 “pandemic” cost the U.S. economy?
How about globally? What about
economic costs to the average American
family? To very poor families in Africa,
Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East,
especially those already at the near-starvation level? Have costs due to governmentmandated Covid policies surpassed the
benefits that those policies (ostensibly)
were imposed to confer? Have government policies resulted in lives lost, and, if
so, how many?

William F. Jasper is a senior editor of
The New American.
www.TheNewAmerican.com

These are important questions for which
it is difficult to find precise, cut-and-dried
answers. One reason is that there are many
complex variables involved in cost-benefit
analyses of the multiplicity of Covid policies (lockdowns, quarantines, mask mandates, testing, vaccine passports, socialdistancing, etc.) and the various degrees
to which local, state, and national governments have imposed them.
The more troubling reason we don’t
have satisfactory answers to these questions is that politicians and technocrats
who have foisted these unprecedented,
draconian restrictions on us have not even
bothered to ask these questions. Having
ramped up public hysteria with relentless
Covid propaganda that amounts to pan-

demic porn, they have essentially said we
will spend “whatever it costs” — even if
it means money we don’t have, running up
trillions of dollars of debt with which our
children and grandchildren will be burdened — to spare us from the “existential
threat” from a virus with a lethality little
greater than that of the common flu.
Politicians worldwide echoed thenNew York Governor Andrew Cuomo,
who, in March 2020, said, “My mother
is not expendable. Your mother is not expendable…. We’re not going to accept the
premise that human life is disposable, and
we’re not going to put a dollar figure on
human life. The first order of business is
to save lives, period. Whatever it costs.”
No sane, moral person holds that
human life is disposable, but as a matter
of public policy, public officials regularly do (and should) “put a dollar figure on human life,” so to speak. That is
not being callous; it is being responsible
and moral. When central planners take
trillions of dollars from taxpayers for a
supposedly beneficial “public” purpose,
they are reducing the amount of money
those citizens have for food, fuel, healthcare, medical care, education, and other
purposes. The poorer the taxpayer is, the
greater will be the negative impact of
the government’s extraction from his income. There are real life-and-death consequences to costly government policies.
The financially struggling janitor/mechanic/teacher/farmer/family breadwinners who can’t afford to get their cancer
screening or scheduled surgery because
the state has confiscated so much of their
income may, as a result, lose years of
their lives — not to mention losing health
and quality of life.
Andrew Cuomo and politicians like him
know they are engaging in rank demagoguery when they ignore standard costbenefit analysis and posture as moral paragons while profligately spending other
people’s hard-earned money.

$11 Trillion, $16 Trillion, $50 Trillion?
In October 2020, the Global Preparedness
Monitoring Board (GPMB) issued its report
on the Covid pandemic, “A World in Disorder,” observing that global spending on
responses to the virus had, up to that point,
already topped $11 trillion, with an additional $10 trillion anticipated in loss of fu35
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A report by the Canadian government agency Statistics
Canada found that government-enforced lockdowns
killed four times as many people as did Covid.

Covid crimes: Investigations reveal that former New York Governor Andrew Cuomo lied about
deaths resulting from his 2020 directive that sent thousands of Covid patients into nursing homes.

ture earnings due to the virus. Published the
same month as the GPMB report, another
study in the Journal of the American Medical Association, co-authored by former
Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers
and Harvard University economist David
Cutler, estimated the “cumulative financial
costs of the COVID-19 pandemic related to
the lost output and health reduction will be
more than $16 trillion, or roughly 90% of
annual GDP of the United States.”
“For a family of 4,” the authors suggest, “the estimated loss would be nearly
$200,000. About half of this amount is the
lost income from the COVID-19-induced
recession; the remainder is the economic
impact of shorter and less healthy life.”
“Output losses of this magnitude are
immense,” the authors continue. “The lost
output in the Great Recession was only one36

quarter as large. The economic loss is more
than twice the total monetary outlay for all
the wars the United States has fought since
9/11, including those in Afghanistan, Iraq
and Syria.” This unprecedented government spending binge is beyond “immense”;
it is stupendously gargantuan! Dr. Ari R.
Joffe, a professor of pediatric medicine at
the University of Alberta, points to studies
indicating the loss in terms of GDP will
be “easily US$50 trillion over the coming
decade.” Other economic estimates simply
say “tens of trillions.”
How much of this lost income, lost
output, and health detriment is due to the
virus itself, and how much is due to reaction to the virus (i.e., government policies
imposed as the “cure”)? Is it not worth
investigating to see whether the government’s confiscation of a vast percentage

of private wealth is ultimately harmful
and being misspent in ways that are exacerbating the problem? Curiously, neither the GPMB nor the Summers/Cutler
study answers those crucial questions.
Considering the sources, that is not surprising. The GPMB, a joint project of
the UN’s World Health Organization and
the World Bank, is co-chaired by radical
globalist Gro Harlem Brundtland (former
Norwegian prime minister, former vice
president of Socialist International, former UN apparatchik) and Elhadj As Sy, a
career UN flunky from Senegal. Serving
on the GPMB board of directors are Anthony Fauci and a dozen internationalist
confederates of similar ilk. The authors
of “A World in Disorder” do not criticize
wild Covid spending. Why would they,
since GPMB leaders are all on record
as enthusiastic supporters of the same?
Instead, they specifically insist we must
“invest” even more in the “Build Back
Better” agenda of the World Economic
Forum (WEF) and Joe Biden, as well as
sustainable development goals and global health security programs of the UN.
It is no surprise that Klaus Schwab and
his Davos billionaires club showcase the
GPMB reports on the WEF website and
feature GPMB leaders at the Davos confabs of the rich and famous.
While not explicitly boosting the UN/
WEF agenda as does the GPMB report,
the Summers/Cutler study not only fails
to address the gigantic issue of misallocation/malinvestment (theft is a more
honest term) of trillions of dollars by
governments, but also recommends that
even more money be “invested” by governments on authoritarian “testing, contact tracing and isolation,” which they
say “should be established on a permanent basis, not to be dismantled when
the concerns about COVID-19 begin to
recede.” The authors don’t even mention
the term “lockdown,” let alone consider
what common sense, observation, and
numerous studies have now shown: The
lockdowns and other Covid restrictions,
more than the virus itself, are responsible for much — if not most — of the
socioeconomic devastation of the past
two years. Summers is a longtime member of the globalist Council on Foreign
Relations and a participant in gatherings
of the WEF and the ultra-elite Bilderberg
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The Deadly “Cure”
Jeffrey A. Tucker at the American Institute
for Economic Research (AIER) refers to
this overwhelming bias in major media as
“lockdown denialism” and cites numerous
examples throughout print and broadcast
media. For instance, largely ignored is the
November 2020 study published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association showing that closure of U.S. primary
schools could be associated with an estimated 13.8 million years of life expectancy lost.
A report by the Canadian government
agency Statistics Canada found that government-enforced lockdowns killed four
times as many people as did Covid. The report, “Provisional death counts and excess
mortality,” reviewed the number of deaths
between January 2020 and April 2021 and
found that 5,535 Canadians under age 65
died because of “indirect consequences” of
the pandemic. During that same time period, 1,380 Canadians in the same age group
died because of Covid itself. The indirect
causes, according to the report, included
delayed medical procedures and increased
substance abuse and alcohol consumption.
The lockdowns, quarantines, social distancing, mask mandates, and other restric-
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Group, so this genuflection to statism is
par for the course.
Studies by the World Bank, Brookings Institution, Oxfam International, and
other internationalist-minded organizations have provided similarly misguided
analyses. They don’t make any true costbenefit analysis, though they often pretend
to, knowing they can count on their allies
in the Fake News media mob to spread
their misinformation.
A typical example is a New York Times
story of October 21, 2020, “The Coronavirus Has Claimed 2.5 Million Years of
Potential Life in the U.S.,” reporting on a
study by Stephen Elledge, a geneticist at
Harvard. Elledge based his findings on the
years lost by the reported 220,000 deaths in
the United States up to that time attributed
to the virus. The Times and other media used
this study to further whip up hysteria in support of Covid restrictions. Aside from very
serious problems with inflated Covid death
data — combining “dying with Covid” and
“dying of Covid” — the Elledge study fails
to properly contextualize the data by pointing out that far more “potential life years”
have been taken by government responses
to Covid than by the virus itself.

Pandemic hypocrisy: While government edicts shut down schools and churches nationwide,
liquor stores and pot shops remained open, contributing to skyrocketing substance abuse amid
officially imposed social isolation.
Call 1-800-727-TRUE to subscribe today!

tions that destroyed millions of jobs and
businesses also spread a plague of fear,
anxiety, loneliness, boredom, isolation,
desperation, and anger that, in turn, has produced a pandemic of depression, mental illness, suicide, murder, violent crime, spousal
and child abuse, family breakup, and more.
These tragic social developments have dire
long-term economic consequences that defy
precise calculation but will be immense.
As a result of lockdowns in 2020, the
United States experienced the highest unemployment rates since government began
collecting that data in 1948. Even before
Covid, numerous studies had documented
the deadly effects of unemployment. Many
additional studies now confirm this. One,
by researchers at Duke, Johns Hopkins,
and Harvard universities and published
by the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), finds that the drop in life
expectancy in the United States due to
Covid unemployment shock will likely be
“a staggering 0.84 and 1.22 million excess
deaths over the next 15 and 20 years, respectively.”
Commenting on the NBER study,
Ethan Yang at the American Institute for
Economic Research wryly notes that,
“contrary to the prevailing narrative, a
bad economy kills too.” Sifting through
the study’s dense statistics, Yang observes
that although increased mortality reaches
“peak severity about three years after the
unemployment spike,” the “bulk of excess
deaths do not occur suddenly but years in
the future and they don’t return to normal
for up to 20 years down the line.”
In a separate article for AIER, Ethan
Yang and Amelia Janaskie write, “In a
court of law, the burden of proof falls on
those who wish to take away the liberty
of the accused. Likewise, in the realm
of policy, the burden of proof should be
on those who wish to impose laws and
restrictions on an otherwise free population.” They note, “This practice is not only
morally sound, but practically sound as
well. Public health interventions ought to
be justified through rigorous cost-benefit
analysis and honest conversations about
the limitations of the policies involved.”
Unfortunately, public officials will not
move in this direction unless and until a
sufficiently sizable, awakened, and determined segment of the public motivates
them to do so. n
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This campaign, jointly launched by The John Birch Society and The New American
magazine in early 2020, is the right medicine for the Covid-19 “plandemic” and any
future Deep State overreach.
by Larry Greenley

The New American established
leadership against Covid tyranny
with its “Freedom Is the Cure”
Special Report in April 2020.

1

Government cannot stop the coronavirus.
Like a cytokine storm, its totalitarian
impulses can only make a health crisis that
is dangerous to a few into a crisis that is
deadly for many.
— Dennis Behreandt, “Freedom Is the
Cure,” The New American, April 20, 2020
What an important two years this has been
for The New American! With its “Freedom
Is the Cure” Special Report, The New
American and its parent organization,
The John Birch Society, established their
leadership position regarding Covid19 and never looked back. While most
Americans and other organizations were
coping with “flatten the curve” mandates
and lockdowns, a mere one month into
the pandemic The New American/JBS
mission was already clear — to counter
the disastrous effects of the government’s
totalitarian pandemic response with
constitutional principles of freedom.

www.TheNewAmerican.com
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2
The John Birch Society Launched Its “Freedom Is the Cure” Campaign.
JBS outreach includes its membership bulletin, legislative alerts, and web-based resources, educating citizens
and public officials about how to apply Article VI and the constitutional principle of nullification to roll back
lockdowns, mask mandates, and compulsory vaccines at the federal, state, and local levels. JBS action has
contributed significantly to the large volume of state legislation ending Covid mandates and regulations.

3

A prime example of leadership by The New
American magazine against Covid tyranny was
its early publicizing of Dr. Zelenko’s successful
hydroxychloroquine protocol for treating Covid-19.
Although Big Pharma and its close allies in the CDC and FDA
went to great lengths to maintain the fiction that there were
no treatments for Covid-19, TNA Video posted its groundbreaking “Defeating COVID-19 with Hydroxychloroquine + Zinc &
Azithromycin” on May 15, 2020.
The slogan “Freedom Is the Cure” became reality when Dr. Zelenko,
Dr. McCullough, and their colleagues demonstrated successful Covid
treatments based on hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin, and other
medicines and supplements. Sorrowfully, what was lacking was
both the freedom to communicate their protocols widely via leading
internet platforms and the freedom of other doctors to prescribe
these generic medicines.
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5

JBS members provided leadership against the Covid
tyranny by putting up two “Freedom Is the Cure”
billboards in Spokane, Washington.
Although the two billboards were taken down just days after
being put up (due to negative “community” response), the
advertising company that owned the signs refunded the billboard
money. Regional coverage of this incident in the local left-wing
newspaper resulted in an outpouring of support and inquiries
from people who wanted to join the JBS or learn more about it.
According to the local JBS regional field director, “I’ve gotten
new members and at least one whole new chapter starting up, as
a result, and a lot of excitement.”

A key strategy of the JBS “Freedom Is the Cure”
campaign is nullification of unconstitutional
Covid regulations based on Article VI of the U.S.
Constitution.
According to Article VI, every local, state, and federal official who
has sworn an oath to uphold the Constitution is duty-bound to
oppose laws not made in pursuance of it. (Graphic from the JBS
Article VI booklet, available as a free PDF at JBS.org/covid19)

6

Since we believe that freedom is the cure, our mission is to provide leadership in
educating American voters about the principles of freedom.
The “Freedom Is the Cure” campaign helps educate the public on how to use the Constitution and Bill of Rights
to defend themselves. We invite all to join our nationwide network at JBS.org to expose the Deep State and
restore freedom in America.

Call 1-800-727-TRUE to subscribe today!
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7

Arguably the greatest leadership contribution by The New American and The John Birch
Society in the fight against Covid tyranny has been hundreds of videos produced from
2020 to 2022.
This huge video output included “The Largest Human Experiment in History,” a one-hour interview with mRNA
vaccine pioneer Dr. Robert Malone, and “‘Vaccine’ Deaths” with Dr. Peter McCullough. The New American and
The John Birch Society played a crucial role in providing an alternative media outlet for many doctors who
risked (and often lost) their jobs to spread the truth about the “plandemic.”

8
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The New American Covered the Defeat the Mandates Rally.
The New American played a leadership role in the fight against Covid tyranny by sending two reporters and a
supporting crew to cover this rally in Washington, D.C. We provided an important outlet for the many doctors
and experts who attended.
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THE LAST WORD
by

William Hahn

Nullification: the Bane of Covid Overreach

W

hether it began as
as well as the correct applia plan to make up
cation of the judicial system.
for lost globalHow many single-issue orist ground due to the Trump
ganizations even mentioned
administration’s focus on
the use of nullification —
America First, a lab release
the legal guarantee that state
from America’s numberand local governments have
one enemy, or a bioweapon
the power to invalidate any
committed to depopulation,
federal activity that violates
two definite conclusions can
the Constitution?
Our Founders expected
be made about the Covidcivic participation to keep
19 “pandemic”: It has been
elected officials accountused as an excuse to usher
“Whensoever the
able. Please do not think that
in tyranny, and it has helped
general government
you are fulfilling civic duty
to energize freedom-lovers
assumes undelegated powers
by voting for a specific poaround the world.
litical party in each election.
Covid-19 will eventually
... a
of the act
No party holds a monopoly
be exposed as a hammer of
is the rightful remedy.”
on tyranny — or freedom.
oppression. Early studies
Government can and will
indicate the negative effects
— Thomas Jefferson
quickly blow past its conof government overreacstitutional restraints if your
tion on Americans’ physiparticipation is only limited
cal and mental health. Once
to voting.
the long-term effects of the
Recall that the Founders
Covid “vaccines” become
used information to educate
known, this will further
the populace and build support for independence from Great
erode the confidence many have placed in their government
Britain in the 1760s and ’70s. For more than a decade, they
and the healthcare establishment, which were joined in lockstrengthened the case by disseminating educational literature
step in their pandemic ploys.
through organized committees of correspondence.
The Founding Fathers crafted the U.S. Constitution for a
The John Birch Society has successfully used this tactic for
moral and religious people, who are more apt to self-govermore than 60 years. This country would have fallen to the glonance. But they also knew of mankind’s tendency to moral
balists decades ago if it weren’t for the JBS. To regain freedecline, which prompted them to enact the prudent rule of law
dom, government must be placed back into its constitutional
rather than democratic mob rule. As Thomas Jefferson stated
in the Kentucky Resolutions of 1798, “in questions of power
limitations. To do so, We The People and state legislators
then, let no more be heard of confidence in man, but bind him
must learn how to exercise nullification against all infringedown from mischief by the chains of the Constitution.”
ments and usurpations. It doesn’t take a constitutional scholar
Covid-19 tyranny has taught Americans a lesson: Either
to obey and follow the Constitution that was written for the
control your government or it will control you. We at The
common man.
John Birch Society (JBS) and The New American sum it up
While the rest of America was wringing its hands wondering what to do, JBS members and supporters tirelessly worked
this way: No matter the ailment, freedom is the cure.
throughout the “pandemic” to restore freedom. JBS led the
Over the last two years, who and what have come to Amercharge in various states to roll back governors’ emergency
ica’s rescue from Covid tyranny? Did any of the single-issue
powers — which no one person should have. Members also
organizations out there?
informed many sheriffs of their constitutionally guaranteed
Examples of what did conquer tyranny include state goverpower to resist freedom-crushing mandates.
nors and legislatures pushing back against federal mandates.
The “pandemic” presented ample opportunity to show that
Various groups took government usurpers to court, while
the concept of nullification actually works.
local officials and bodies (e.g., sheriffs, county boards, city
Your God-given rights are not negotiable. It’s time Americouncils, prosecuting attorneys, mayors, etc.) refused to encans begin realizing this and using the tools at their disposal.
force mandates and lockdowns, regardless of origin. These
Join others in your area working to restore freedom today. Join
examples display the direct responsibility and correct line of
The John Birch Society at JBS.org. n
action our Founders expected through the use of nullification,

nullification
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PRODUCTS

Freedom Is the Cure — PULL-UP BANNER

VAXXED II: The People's Truth — DVD

Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to attract visitors to learn more about
our “Freedom is the Cure” campaign. This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop
that has the ability to print and deliver a 36ʺ x 80ʺ pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2020,
$10.00, Order online)
EDELBFICPU

In Vaxxed II: The People’s Truth, Polly Tommey and her team travel over 50,000 miles in
the USA and around the world. Interviews of parents and doctors with nothing to gain
and everything to lose expose the vaccine injury epidemic and ask the question on every
parent’s mind: “Are vaccines really as safe and effective as we’ve been told?” (2019, 97min,
1-4/$24.95ea; 5-9/$22.95ea; 10+/$19.95ea)
DVDVXD2

$10.00

Freedom Is the Cure — YARD SIGN
Spread the word and show your support for our “Freedom Is the Cure” campaign by
displaying this sign in your yard. Corrugated plastic, double-sided, 18ʺ x 24ʺ — includes
wire stake. (1/$14.95; 2-4/$13.95ea; 5-9/$12.95ea; 10+/$12.45ea)
YSFIC
$14.95

Freedom Is the Cure — BUMPER STICKER

$24.95

VAXXED: From Cover-up to Catastrophe — DVD
Interviews with pharmaceutical insiders, doctors, politicians, and parents of vaccineinjured children reveal an alarming deception that has contributed to the skyrocketing
increase of autism and potentially the most catastrophic epidemic of our lifetime. (2017,
91min, 1-4/$24.95ea; 5-9/$22.95ea; 10+/$19.95ea)
DVDVXD
$24.95

Get others involved by influencing them with this bumper sticker. (1-9/$1.00ea;
10-25/$0.85ea; 26-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.50ea; 1,000+/$0.45ea)
BSFIC
$1.00

Freedom Is the Cure — SLIM JIM

Behind the Mask — SLIM JIM
Mask mandates spread fear and stoke anger. They are not the cure. Freedom is the cure!
(2021, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea)
SJBTM
$3.00

Share this slim jim to encourage people to take a stand and help JBS to restore our rights
and freedoms! (2020, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea)
SJFIC
$3.00

COVID Lies — REPRINT
Government and media have lied to us from pandemic day one. Are they lying about
the vaccines, too? What is their goal? (2021, 16pp, 1-24/$1.25ea; 25-99/$1.10ea;
100-499/$1.00ea; 500+/$0.75ea)
RPCL
$1.25

COVID Vaccine: The Bad & The Ugly (There is No Good)
— DVD
Dr. Merritt, past president of the Association of American Physician and Surgeons, gives her
take on the “vaccines” that have caused 12,000 deaths and more than 500,000 adverse reactions in the U.S. alone. With infections among the vaccinated, is it really worth the risk to
get any of these shots for a virus that has a 99%+ survival rate? (2021, 45mins, 1-10/$1.00;
11-20/$0.90; 21-49/$0.80; 50-99/$0.75; 100-999/$0.70; 1000+/$0.64)
DVDCDTX213

Forced Vaccines and Digital IDs — REPRINT
Over the last decade, major component agencies of the international Deep State have
been working to design an all-encompassing digital ID system that would allow the
tracking and control of the population of the entire world. (2020, 12pp, 1-24/$0.50ea;
25-99/$0.40ea; 100+/$0.35ea)
RPFVDI
$0.50

Coronavirus: Freedom Is the Cure Pandemic Interviews
— DVD set or USB
You know what the mainstream media has to say about COVID-19. Now find out what
the world’s leading renegade scientists and doctors have to say. You won’t find these
interviews on ABC, MSNBC, or Fox. Crucial insights — only from The New AmericAN.
DVD Set (2021, 351 total min, DVD, 1/$9.95ea; 2-4/$7.95; 5+/$5.95) DVDSPANINTV
$9.95

USB Thumb Drive (1/$7.95ea; 2-4/$6.95; 5+/$5.95)

$1.00

Go to ShopJBS.org or call 1-800-342-6491 to order!

USBTNAPI

$7.95

220411

PRISM: Any medium that resolves a seemingly simple matter into its elements
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